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PROCEDURE FOR AMENDMENT
Any agency may propose an amendment. Proposals for amendments are to be sent to 

the Member Secretary, Joint Airworthiness Committee (JAC), CEMILAC. The proposals 
will be discussed in the Joint Airworthiness Committee (JAC) before approval.

The amendments will be serially numbered. Incorporation of an amendment in this 
document is to be recorded by inserting the amendment number, JAC approval reference 
number in appropriate column and inserting the date of making the amendment. The original 
document shall be under the custody of CE (A), CEMILAC. The copy of the amended 
document will be made available to all the stakeholders.
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION TO INDIAN  

MILITARY AIRWORTHINESS
Airworthiness is ‘fitness to fly’. A comprehensive definition of military airworthiness 

encompasses that, it is the continued capability of the Air System / Airborne Stores to 
perform satisfactorily and fulfil mission requirements, throughout the specified life in the 
specified environments with acceptable levels of safety and reliability. The acceptable 
levels to be mutually agreed between Users, designers and the certification authorities.

The definition unfolds two important aspects. Firstly, it accentuates that airworthiness 
is to be ensured throughout the life cycle of the Air System, and secondly, it introduces the 
key players or the stakeholders in the Indian Military aviation scenario, namely, the Users 
(Services), Designers (Main Contractor) and the Airworthiness authorities.

Ensuring airworthiness throughout the life cycle of the Air System, implies that, the 
Air System is airworthy by design, it is manufactured as per the approved standard of 
preparation (SOP), and is maintained as per the approved procedure during its development 
and in service operation.

There are three major players in the Indian Military aviation scenario. The User 
Services, who wishes to acquire a product based on the specific needs, the designer or the 
Main Contractor or the OEM who develops the product, and the technical airworthiness 
authorities, who certify that the product meets the requirements of airworthiness. In India, 
Centre for Military Airworthiness and Certification, CEMILAC, under Secretary (DD R&D), 
Ministry of Defence, Govt of India, is the organisation responsible for the Airworthiness 
Certification of Military Air System and Airborne Stores and Directorate General of 
Aeronautical Quality Assurance, DGAQA, under Secretary (Defence Production), Ministry 
of Defence, Govt. of India, is the organisation responsible for the Quality Assurance. 
Together, CEMILAC and DGAQA are the Technical Airworthiness Authorities for Indian 
Military Air Systems and Airborne Stores. In particular, CEMILAC is the design approval 
authority and DGAQA is the quality assurance approval authority.

In order to meet the strategic and tactical aviation needs of the country, the 
Services have various Air System / Airborne Stores acquisition models in place as per 
Defence Acquisition Procedure (DAP) and Defence Procurement Manual (DPM). DAP 
broadly classifies the acquisition modes as the “Buy”, “Buy and Make” and “Make”, 
with reference to both Indian and Global. Broadly speaking, “Buy” refers to an outright 
purchase, while “Buy and Make” refers to purchase followed by license to produce, 
and “Make” refers to indigenous design & development. A sub-category under “Buy” 
is “Buy (Global-Manufacture in India)” which envisages outright purchase followed 
by manufacture in India. From airworthiness perspective, “Buy” refers to bought-
out, “Buy (Global-Manufacture in India)” refers to bought-out envisaging manufacture 
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in India, “Buy and Make” refers to License manufactured and “Make” refers to  
ab-initio developed Air System / Airborne Stores.

The airworthiness authorities have a major role to play in each of the acquisition 
models. In ab-initio development, the activities center around the demonstration of design 
safety standards by design evaluation, analysis & simulation, ground & flight testing and 
quality assurance, leading to the issuance of a Military Type Certificate (MTC) for an Air 
System, to the Main Contractor, which is a statement that the Military Air System Type 
meets the type design safety requirements and is ready to enter Series Production. Induction 
of the Air System to the Services thereafter, marks the Final Operation Clearance (FOC), 
which culminates in Release to Service Document (RSD), issued to the User, to facilitate 
operations and to ensure airworthiness throughout life cycle of the Air System. In some 
cases, a Restricted Military Type Certificate (RMTC) is issued, pending a few non-safety 
compliance demonstration. The User may still choose to induct and operate it, wherein, an 
Initial Operation Clearance (IOC) is issued. 

Likewise, the Airborne Stores are evaluated for their compliance to safety and 
performance, leading to the issuance of a Type Approval (TA) or an Indian Military Aviation 
Technical Standard Order Approval (IMATSOA), or a Letter of Approval (LoA) depending 
on the type of the Airborne Store.

The certificates and the approvals issued for the Air System and the Airborne Stores 
respectively, are together called the Initial Airworthiness Approvals or instruments of 
airworthiness. Ensuring airworthiness thereafter, is all about ensuring that all tasks carried 
out are towards maintaining the conditions under which Initial Airworthiness Approvals 
have been granted and continue to be fulfiled during their validity period.

In bought-out, and in license produced Air System, the major activities revolve around 
demonstration by analysis, simulation and testing that the modification to the existing MTC, 
does not infringe safety of flight. If the modification is performed by the Original Equipment 
Manufacturer (OEM), wherein all the design details are available, the task culminates in 
the issuance of Amended Military Type Certificate (AMTC) to the OEM. In some cases, 
a Supplemental Military Type Certificate (SMTC) is issued, if the modification is carried 
out by any party other than the OEM. In general, technical activities like, Modifications, 
Upgradation and Life extension are applicable to ab-initio, licensed produced and bought-
out Air System / Airborne Store as and when required by the Services. The airworthiness 
certification coverage offered by the airworthiness authorities to the Air System in-service 
amounts to Continued Airworthiness. 

Technical airworthiness is based on the fundamental principle of achieving safety 
and performance, by ensuring adequate margins / redundancies in design, comprehensive 
testing / analysis and evidence generation for compliance to safety, performance and quality 
assurance standards.

Also, at any time during its operating life, ensuring that the Air System complies 
with the airworthiness requirements by way of daily checks & inspection and scheduled 
maintenance, and is in a condition for safe operation, amounts to continuing airworthiness.
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Primarily, if airworthiness amounts to the design being technically airworthy, and 
then produced to the approved standard of preparation and continually maintained during 
its in-service life to the required standards and periodicity, then, it is impending that the 
designer or the Main Contractor will have to be design approved, leading to the issuance 
of Design Organisation Approval (DOA), which is a recognition that the designer has the 
ability to design an Air System / equipment that meets the airworthiness requirements; 
the production agency will have to be production approved, leading to the issuance of 
Production Organisation Approval (POA), which is a statement that the production agency 
has the necessary wherewithal to produce the Air System as per the approved standard 
of preparation, and the maintenance organisation will have be issued with Maintenance 
Organisation Approval (MOA), which is a recognition of the ability to undertake various 
levels of maintenance activities towards establishing airworthiness at any point in the 
service life. The Design Organisation Approval is the responsibility of CEMILAC, the 
Production Organisation and Maintenance Organisation Approvals are the responsibility 
of DGAQA.

Air System safety is paramount. Therefore, airworthiness has to be ensured. It is 
ensured through a structured, coherent and a hierarchical manner, comprising of Procedure, 
Requirements and Manuals. 

The Procedure is enforced by Ministry of Defence, Government of India, that defines 
roles, responsibilities and empowerment of stakeholders to address airworthiness in various 
scenarios and facets of the Air System life cycle. 

The Requirements are Airworthiness technical mandates for technical and 
operational airworthiness, that have to be adhered to, by all the stakeholders in order to 
ensure airworthiness. The requirements cover, technical airworthiness during design & 
development, continued airworthiness, quality assurance aspects during development, 
production, organisational approvals and operational / continuing airworthiness. The 
requirements pertaining to Technical Airworthiness are prepared by the TAA, i.e, 
CEMILAC and DGAQA, and approved by Ministry of Defence, Government of India. The 
Requirements pertaining to Operational Airworthiness are prepared and promulgated by 
the respective User Services Head Quarters.

The manuals refer to templates, forms, circulars, airworthiness directives, AQA 
directives and airworthiness certification criteria documents, that may be referred to by the 
Main Contractor and which facilitate in implementing the requirements towards ensuring 
airworthiness. These are released by the respective Organisation Heads i.e CEMILAC & 
DGAQA.

This document titled, Indian Military Airworthiness Procedure-2023 (IMAP-2023), 
is a Procedural document on Technical Airworthiness, covering roles and responsibilities 
and the empowerment of the stakeholders to ensure airworthiness of Indian Military Air 
Systems.
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The document is structured in two parts, Part-1 and Part-2. Part-1 consists of three 
chapters, the present introduction chapter, the military airworthiness framework chapter 
and the military acquisitions chapter. These three chapters are aimed at introducing the 
readers to a prelude of various activities pertaining to military airworthiness in the country, 
the airworthiness framework and the acquisitions models of the Services. 

Part-2 consists of 12 chapters to exclusively cover the airworthiness procedures 
for Ab-initio development, License production, Bought-Out, Bought-out envisaging 
manufacture in India, Continuing / Continued airworthiness and Flight Testing of Air 
System / Airborne Stores. Chapters on procedures for Exports, Research and Civil certified 
Military Air System have also been addressed here. Further, procedures for Air Systems 
such as UAS and Air Launched Missiles have also been added through exclusive chapters. 
The procedures pertinent to indigenous substitution and organisation approvals for design, 
production and maintenance have also been explicitly addressed in individual chapters.

In short, the activities related to design, development, manufacture and procurement 
of Air System / Airborne Stores for the Indian Military, shall follow the procedures as 
outlined in the applicable chapters of this IMAP-2023 document.

This document shall be reviewed by the advisory body every 3 years for possible 
updates keeping in mind the contemporary advancements in military aviation and the 
suggestions received.

This document, IMAP-2023 shall supersede DDPMAS Version 1.0. IMAP-2023 
shall apply to the new projects initiated post its release. The applicability of this document 
to the ongoing Air Systems / Airborne Stores programmes, shall be decided based on the 
stage of completion and in consultation with the stakeholders. 
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CHAPTER 2  
INDIAN MILITARY  

AIRWORTHINESS FRAMEWORK

2.1 ConCept of Airworthiness

a. Airworthiness is a concept, the application of which ensures that the condition of an 
Air System is suitable to safely carry out the mission for which it has been designed, 
built, maintained and operated. In generic terms, an Air System is said to be airworthy 
when the Air System and all of its components meet their type design and are in a 
‘condition for safe operation’. 

b. In military aviation, airworthiness is not only the ability of Air System to take-off, 
sustain flight and safely land but also the ability to fulfil its mission. Hence military 
airworthiness is defined as the continued capability of an Air System to perform 
satisfactorily and fulfil mission requirements, throughout the specified life in the 
specified environment with acceptable levels of safety and reliability.

c. To fulfil the above definition of airworthiness, the following two aspects are important:

i. Technical Airworthiness: Technical airworthiness is concerned with ensuring 
that Air Systems are designed, developed, produced and maintained to the 
approved airworthiness criteria by competent authorities, and working within 
approved organisations under a system of certification and acceptance. 
Technical Airworthiness includes Initial Airworthiness of Air Systems during 
development phase and Continued Airworthiness during in-service phase.

ii. Operational Airworthiness: Operational airworthiness is concerned with 
ensuring that Air Systems are serviced, maintained and operated in approved 
roles, with correct mission equipment, by competent and authorised individuals, 
according to approved manuals, procedures and instructions, under a system of 
supervision and monitoring. Operational Airworthiness includes Continuing 
Airworthiness activities of Air Systems during in-service phase.

d. Aviation safety and mission accomplishment are dependent upon the effective and 
synergetic implementation of both technical and operational airworthiness.
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e. For an Air System to be airworthy over its entire life cycle, it is imperative that the 
Air System / Airborne Store is :

i. Designed to be airworthy
ii. Built to be airworthy
iii. Operated and Maintained to be airworthy

The successful completion of design, development and evaluation leads to freezing 
of the type design of an Air System / Airborne Store. Every Air System / Airborne Store 
produced as per the type design, is said to possess Initial Airworthiness. Subsequently, 
during the exploitation by the User Services, the Air System / Airborne Store will be 
available and dependable only when it continues to be airworthy. Figure 1 below illustrates 
the concept of airworthiness throughout the design, development, production and service 
use of an Air System.

Figure 1 : Airworthiness Concept during Air System Life Cycle

User 
Requirements

Designed and Built to be airworthy
Initial Airworthiness

Operated and Maintained to be airworthy
Continued & Continuing Airworthiness

Design, 
Development 
& Evaluation

Operate, 
Maintain, 

Upgrade/Mods
Production Phase Out

2.2 indiAn MilitAry Airworthiness – stAkeholders

a. Indian Military Airworthiness Framework covers military Air Systems registered 
under the Indian Military Register. Air Systems operated by the Indian Tri-services 
and the Indian Coast Guard, Air Systems under development for military application, 
Air Systems for testing military products and Air Systems owned and operated by the 
MoD are covered in this framework.

b. For the defence forces to execute their operational requirements, the Air System has 
to be airworthy at any given time. All the stakeholders in military aviation have a 
key role to play in ensuring airworthiness. Table 1 enlists broadly, but not limited to, 
the roles and responsibilities of all the stakeholders concerned with Indian Military 
Airworthiness.
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Table 1 : Roles and Responsibilities of Major Stakeholders

Stakeholder Responsibilities
Indian Defence Forces 
a. Service & Command Headquarters
b. Operational Units
c. Flight Testing Establishments
d. MRO Organisations
e. D&D Organisations
f. Training Organisations

a. Specify requirements
b. Part of Integrated Project Teams during 

D&D, upgrades & modification
c. Carry out development testing / 

modification testing / upgrade testing and 
User Evaluation Testing

d. Carry out maintenance -repair-overhaul.
Carry out upgradation, modification & life 
extension, flight testing & obsolescence 
management of Air System and Airborne 
Stores. 

e. Operate Air Systems and Airborne Stores
f. Service and Maintain Air Systems and 

Airborne Stores
g. Carry out accident / incident investigations 

and periodic safety assessment
h. Indigenous substitution activities

Design, Development and Production 
Agencies
a. DRDO
b. DPSUs and Other PSUs
c. CSIR Labs 
d. Indian Private Industries
e. Foreign OEMs

a. Carry out feasibility study, design, develop 
and test Air Systems and Airborne Stores

b. Produce indigenous and licensed Air 
Systems and Airborne Stores

c. Maintain-Repair-Overhaul Air Systems 
and Airborne Stores

d. Carry out Upgradation, Modifications and 
Life Extension

e. Carry out accident / incident investigations
f. Flight Testing of Air Systems
g. Obsolescence Management

Indian Technical Airworthiness 
Authorities
a. CEMILAC – Regulatory Authority for 

Design Approval 
b. DGAQA – Regulatory Authority for 

Quality Assurance Approval

a. Carry out technical airworthiness activities 
during design, development and production 
of Air Systems and Airborne Stores

b. Participate in continued airworthiness 
activities

c. Issue instruments of technical 
airworthiness approvals
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2.3 teChniCAl Airworthiness Authorities

Technical Airworthiness Authorities are organisations that are independent of the 
User Services and Main Contractor. The TAA, established by the Ministry of Defence, are 
responsible for the regulation of the technical airworthiness aspects of design & development, 
production and maintenance of Air Systems / Airborne Stores and the determination of the 
airworthiness acceptability of these products prior to their operational service. This includes 
the authority to prescribe, interpret, and revise airworthiness requirements. In India, the 
role of Technical Airworthiness Authorities is executed by CEMILAC and DGAQA. 

i.  CEMILAC: 

  Centre for Military Airworthiness and Certification (CEMILAC), under the 
Dept. of Defence Research and Development, is the military airworthiness 
certification authority responsible for grant of initial airworthiness approvals 
and continued airworthiness approvals. CEMILAC carries out these activities 
through its field establishments known as Regional Centres for Military 
Airworthiness (RCMAs).

ii.  DGAQA: 

  The Directorate General of Aeronautical Quality Assurance (DGAQA), under 
the Dept. of Defence Production is the authority responsible for ensuring 
quality assurance for Military Air Systems and Airborne Stores during 
development and production. DGAQA carries out these activities through its 
field establishments known as Office of Regional Director Aeronautical Quality 
Assurance (ORDAQA) and other offices of aeronautical quality assurance. 

2.4 indiAn MilitAry Airworthiness frAMework

a. The Indian Military Airworthiness framework is a comprehensive approach:

i. To ensure that Air Systems and Airborne Stores acquired by the User Services, 
comply with the applicable airworthiness requirements.

ii. To ensure that the Air Systems inducted to the Services continue to be airworthy 
throughout their operational life.

iii. To facilitate an ecosystem of approved organisations that can design, develop, 
manufacture and maintain Military Air Systems.

iv. To enable technical airworthiness certification based on technical airworthiness 
criteria.

v. To harmonize the military airworthiness activities with other national level 
policies like Defence Acquisition Procedure, Make-In-India Policy etc.
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b. The Indian Military Airworthiness approach is facilitated through a structured, 
coherent and a hierarchical set of applicable documents. The apex of the hierarchy 
is the Indian Military Airworthiness Procedure-2023 (IMAP-2023). Requirements 
form the second tier concerned with Technical and Operational Airworthiness. The 
final layer is the Manuals, that are specific to implementation aspects of IMAP-2023  
and Requirements.

2.5 Airworthiness proCedure

The airworthiness procedure document called the IMAP-2023 is the apex governing 
document for Indian Military Airworthiness. The document is drafted by CEMILAC and 
reviewed by Joint Airworthiness Committee. The procedure document covers the following 
aspects:

a. Introduction to the military airworthiness framework and its relationship with the 
acquisition models of the User Services.

b. Empowerment and roles & responsibilities of all the stakeholders concerned with 
military airworthiness in India.

c. Airworthiness procedures for military acquisitions for scenarios such as ab-initio 
development, license production, bought-out Air Systems and Airborne Stores and 
their flight testing.

d. Procedures related to continuing and continued airworthiness.

e. Organisation Approvals.

2.6 Airworthiness requireMents

a. Airworthiness Requirements provide detailed requirements for both technical 
and operational airworthiness. The airworthiness requirements are aligned to the 
airworthiness procedure.

b. The Indian Military Technical Airworthiness Requirements (IMTAR) are drafted by 
Technical Airworthiness Authorities i.e. CEMILAC and DGAQA and reviewed by 
Joint Airworthiness Committee (JAC). IMTAR-21 comprises of dedicated Subparts 
with regulation, acceptable means of compliance and necessary guidance material. 

c. The Operational Airworthiness Requirements are drafted and promulgated by the 
respective User Services Headquarters. 
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2.7 MAnuAls

Manuals are the guideline documents that are required at the working level to 
implement the procedures given in IMAP-2023 and Requirements. These manuals are to be 
released by the respective competent authorities of the TAA and the User Services. Examples 
of manuals include, but not limited to, Service Orders, Airworthiness Certification Criteria, 
Forms, Templates, Airworthiness & AQA Directives, and Circulars.

2.8 indiAn MilitAry Airworthiness Advisory Body

a. In order to guide and advice on all the aspects of military airworthiness in India, it is 
important to establish a military airworthiness advisory body. A Joint Airworthiness 
Committee (JAC) as per Table 2 given below, is constituted for this purpose.

Table 2 : Joint Airworthiness Committee Constitution 

Joint Airworthiness Committee
Chairman – CE (A), CEMILAC
Co Chairman - DG, DGAQA 
Member Secretary – Director (TC&PI), CEMILAC
ACNS (Air), IN
FONA, IN
ACAS (Proj), IAF
ACAS (Plans), IAF
ACAS (MP), IAF
ADG (AA), IA
DDG (Aviation), ICG
Director D&D, HAL
Director Operations, HAL

Director, R&D, BEL 
Director, ADA
Director, NAL, CSIR
CMD, MIDHANI
Rep DG (Aero), DRDO
Rep DG (MSS), DRDO
Rep DG (ECS), DRDO
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b. Roles & responsibilities of Joint Airworthiness Committee (JAC)

The responsibilities of JAC are,

i. Review airworthiness procedures & requirements and recommend to Secretary 
(DD R&D) and Secretary (DP) for approval.

ii. JAC shall meet as and when required, but at least once in a calendar year.

c. Constitution of JAC

 JAC is constituted with representatives from all major stakeholders of Indian Military 
aviation. The standing JAC constitution is listed in Table 2.

2.9 instruMents of teChniCAl Airworthiness ApprovAls

The airworthiness requirements are applied at two levels: Air System & Airborne 
Stores. On compliance to a set of planned activities, the Air Systems and Airborne Stores 
are issued formal Clearances / Approvals / Certificates by Technical Airworthiness 
Authorities. These formal Clearances / Approvals / Certificates are called as Instruments 
of Technical Airworthiness Approvals. While issuing these instruments, TAA shall ensure 
that all the necessary activities are carried out in a time bound manner. Various categories 
of instruments for technical airworthiness approvals are as follows:

a. Air Systems shall have a military type certificate. The military type certificate, and 
certification of changes to the military type certificate, shall be issued when the 
applicant or the design organisation has shown that the Air System complies with a 
Type Certification Basis (TCB), established to ensure compliance with the essential 
requirements and when it has no feature or characteristic making it unsafe for 
operation. The military type certificate shall cover the Air System with all Airborne 
Stores fitted thereon. Release to Service Document (RSD) shall be the basis of 
operation of Air System by the User Services.

b. Airborne Stores may be issued with IMATSOA, Type Approval or Letter of Approval 
(LoA) depending on the type of the Airborne Stores. Clearance for Service Use (CSU) 
shall be the basis for use of Airborne Stores by the User Services.

c. Each Air System shall be issued with an individual Certificate of Airworthiness 
(CoA), in the form of Signal-out Certificate, when it is shown that it conforms to the 
type design approved in its military type certificate and that, relevant documentation, 
inspections and tests to demonstrate that the Air System is in condition for safe 
operation and can be delivered to User Services. 
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d. For Air System during the development phase, a Flight Clearance Certificate (FCC) 
is issued when it is shown that the Air System is capable of performing safely the 
type of flights defined therein. It shall be issued with appropriate conditions and 
limitations. Likewise, for an Airborne Store, a Development Flight Clearance (DFC) 
is issued for the development flight trials. 

e. Organisations responsible for the design, development and production of Air Systems 
and Airborne Stores shall demonstrate their capability and means to discharge the 
responsibilities associated with their approval. 

f. Organisations responsible for the maintenance of Air Systems and Airborne Stores 
shall demonstrate their capability and means to fulfil the responsibilities associated 
with their approval.
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CHAPTER 3  
MILITARY AIR SYSTEMS / 

AIRBORNE STORES ACQUISITION

3.1 introduCtion

Governing documents for the acquisition of Air Systems, Accessories, Appliances 
and other associated products for the Indian Defence Services are the Defence Acquisition 
Procedure (DAP) and Defence Procurement Manual (DPM) for capital and revenue 
acquisitions respectively. It is pertinent that the Air Systems procured are meeting the 
airworthiness requirement during the procurement as well as its operational life cycle. 
Hence, adequate measures need to be taken during the procurement process to obtain the 
details to ensure that necessary information is available to keep the Air System airworthy 
throughout its operational life. 

3.2 ACquisition CAtegories As per defenCe ACquisition proCedure 
(dAp)

a. As per DAP, Capital Acquisition schemes of Ministry of Defence, Defence Services 
and Indian Coast Guard are broadly classified as “Buy”, “Buy and Make”, “Make and 
Innovation”, “Design and Development (D&D)” and “Strategic Partnership Model 
(SPM)”.

b. Under the “Buy” scheme procurements are categorized into three types as “Buy 
(Indian - Indigenously Designed, Developed & Manufactured) i.e. Buy (Indian – 
IDDM)”, “Buy (Indian)” and “Buy (Global)”. The three categories under the “Buy” 
scheme refer to an outright purchase of the system.

c. Under the “Buy and Make” scheme, the procurements are categorized as “Buy and 
Make (Indian)” and “Buy (Global – Manufacture in India)”. The two categories 
under “Buy and Make” scheme refer to an initial procurement of system in Fully 
Formed (FF) state in quantities as considered necessary, from the appropriate source, 
followed by indigenous production in a phased manner through comprehensive 
Transfer of Technology (ToT), pertaining to critical technologies as per the specified 
range, depth and scope. 

d. The “Make and Innovation”, “Design and Development (D&D)” and “Strategic 
Partnership Model (SPM)” categorizations aim at the development of long-term 
indigenous defence capabilities. The “Make” category focuses on Indigenous 
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design and development of products either funded by Government (Make – I) or 
funded by the Industry (Make – II). “Make-III” envisages manufacture in India as 
import substitution for product support of Air Systems and Airborne Stores held 
in the inventory of the user services. “Innovations” category enables procurement 
through “Innovations for Defence Excellence (iDEX)”, “Technology Development 
Fund (TDF) Scheme” and “Indigenous Development by Services through Internal 
Organisations”. 

3.3 ensuring Airworthiness requireMents during ACquisition

a. From the airworthiness certification perspective, the Air Systems and Airborne 
Stores are generally classified into four categories: 

i. Ab-initio Designed and Developed 
ii. Licensed Production 
iii. Bought-out 
iv. Bought-out Envisaging Manufacture in India

The “Make & Innovation”, “Design & Development (D&D)” and the “Buy (Indian-
IDDM)” categories can be equated to “Ab-Initio designed and developed” or Indigenous 
Substitution. The “Buy (Indian)”, “Buy and Make (Indian)” and “Strategic Partnership 
Model (SPM) categories can be equated to licensed production of the Air Systems and 
Airborne Stores. The “Buy (Global)” category is equivalent to Bought-Out Systems. The 
Buy (Global – Manufacture in India) category is equivalent to Bought-out Envisaging 
Manufacture in India. The airworthiness procedure provisions detailed in the subsequent 
part of this document shall be followed for each of these acquisition categories, as applicable.

Table 3 : Equivalence of Acquisition Categories to IMAP-2023

DAP Acquisition Category Equivalence in IMAP-2023
• Design & Development (D&D)
• Buy (Indian – IDDM)
• Make & Innovation

• Ab-initio Designed & Developed
• Indigenous Substitution 

• Buy (Indian) 
• Buy & Make (Indian) 
• Strategic Partnership Model (SPM)

Licensed Production

Buy (Global) Bought-Out
Buy (Global – Manufacture in India) Bought-Out Envisaging Manufacture 

in India 

b. In order for the TAA to provide airworthiness certification and QA coverage in 
an effective manner, the User Services / Main Contractors shall include all the 
requirements pertaining to Airworthiness Certification and QA at the initial stages of 
the procurement / acquisition of Air Systems and Airborne Stores.
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3.4 revenue ACquisitions

In case of Revenue Acquisitions as per DPM, the product shall be categorized 
into any one of the above four categories (Ab-initio, Licensed, Bought-Out or Bought-
Out Envisaging Manufacture in India) and the respective procedures for airworthiness 
elaborated in this document shall be followed.

3.5 Airworthiness CleArAnCes

a. Any product procured for use in Airborne applications shall have an airworthiness 
certificate. The airworthiness requirements detailed in subsequent chapters are 
applicable to the respective categories of procurement.

b. For Airworthiness coverage, the following shall apply:

i. All products categorized as ab-initio designed & developed shall go through 
airworthiness certification by CEMILAC and Quality Assurance (QA) including 
inspection clearance & acceptance by DGAQA. 

ii. Products categorized under licensed production categories shall undergo 
inspection and acceptance by DGAQA. Role of CEMILAC in defining the 
build standard for “Licensed Production” categories can be decided on a case 
to case basis. 

iii. Products under “Buy (Global) category shall have the airworthiness certification 
from the country of origin. Products under Buy (Global – Manufacture in 
India) shall undergo inspection and acceptance by DGAQA based on Common 
Quality Surveillance Plan (CQSP) finalised between DGAQA and OEM. Apart 
from this, DGAQA shall provide QA coverage such as finalisation of ATP, PDI 
& JRI activities etc. as envisaged in the relevant DAP / DPM.

iv. The products under “Buy (Global)” and “Buy (Global – Manufacture in India)” 
categories can also go through airworthiness certification by CEMILAC and QA 
including inspection & acceptance by DGAQA to cater for the airworthiness 
and certification needs throughout the service life of the product, provided 
all the details necessary for assessing the airworthiness are made available. 
Any changes to the product to meet the User requirements can be approved by 
Indian TAA. 

c. CEMILAC and DGAQA shall provide the necessary coverage for the design and 
development agencies during the design & development phase, where the products 
are having potential applications with the Defence Services and User requirement. 
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The support may be extended even if there is no Request for Proposal (RFP) / 
Operational Requirement existing during the design and development stage. 

d. In case of Licensed Production or Bought-Out items, if any indigenous modification 
/ upgrade is envisaged at a later stage for the product, the necessary know-how 
required for the certification and QA coverage for the upgrades need to be obtained at 
the Transfer of Technology stage itself. The indigenous manufacturer shall liaise with 
the certification and QA agencies for the necessary requirements. Even in the absence 
of such details, the certification and QA agencies may decide on the feasibility of 
providing the coverage for such upgrades.

3.6 MutuAl reCognition

a. TAA shall have provisions for mutual recognition with certification agencies of other 
countries in a unilateral, bilateral or multilateral mode for products taken under joint 
ventures or consortium, with distinct work packages, for application by the Indian 
User Services or Govt of India.

b. In case of specific requirements for any co-developmental project with a Foreign 
OEM, a program specific Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) shall be finalised by 
the Main Contractor in consultation with TAA for mutual acceptance of airworthiness 
certification/ QA approvals.

c. If Mutual recognition or a program specific MOU exists between Indian TAA and 
the certification agencies of other countries, the Airworthiness Certification / QA 
approvals issued for the bought-out Air Systems / Airborne Stores by the competent 
authorities of these countries shall be acceptable to Indian TAA.

3.7 Civil Certified AirCrAft

If civil certified aircraft for military use are originally certified by civil certification 
agencies either in India or from the country of origin, the products may be accepted by the 
User agencies if the certified configuration satisfies the end User requirements. However, 
in case of any modification to the certified configuration, additional certification to the 
required extent shall be carried out either in India or from the country of origin by civil or 
military certification agencies. This includes civil aviation certified COTS equipment for 
military application.
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CHAPTER 1 
AB-INITIO DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT,  
PRODUCTION AND CERTIFICATION 

OF AIR SYSTEMS & AIRBORNE 
STORES

1.1 introduCtion

a. The procedures related to design, development, production and airworthiness 
certification of ab-initio design and development of Air Systems / Airborne Stores 
for Indian Defence Forces are discussed herein.

b. Development of these Air Systems / Airborne Stores can be based on either User 
requirements or the requirements generated by a Main Contractor for an end use of 
the User Services.

1.2 requireMents

a. Feasibility study and finalization of qualitative requirements shall be done in 
consultation with development agencies and other Government organisations as 
requested by Ministry of Defence.

b. Air Systems / Airborne Stores development shall generally be taken up based on Staff 
Qualitative requirements (SQR) from User Services. 

c. In some cases, Main Contractors may also take up Air System / Airborne Stores 
development without any specific requirements from User Services. However these 
Air Systems / Airborne Stores shall have potential application in Indian Defence 
Services. 

1.3 CertifiCAtion ApproACh

a. The Main Contractor shall include the requirements for certification in consultation 
with the TAA in the project proposal stage.
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b. As CEMILAC and DGAQA are the Technical Airworthiness Authorities for Indian 
Military aviation, the Main Contractor shall apply for certification and QA coverage 
at early stages of the system development. The TAA, Main Contractor and the User 
Services shall finalize the Type Certification Basis (TCB).

c. Main Contractor shall propose to the TAA during the finalization of the type certification 
basis whether the compliance would be demonstrated concurrently (Concurrent 
Certification) during the development life cycle or at the end of all developmental 
activities. Irrespective of the option exercised by the Main Contractor, certification 
would be issued only on demonstrating the compliance to the User requirements and 
airworthiness requirements as stipulated by the TAA.

i. Concurrent Certification Approach

A.  In this method, TAA is associated from the beginning of the project 
i.e., from the requirement stage itself and all design and development 
activities are progressed concurrent with certification activities such as 
design adequacy and test adequacy. 

B.  TAA may decide on the degree of involvement / level of delegation, 
based on the product and the maturity of the design and quality assurance 
system of the Main Contractor. 

ii. Certification commences after completion of all design activities

For adopting this method, the contract with the Government shall be explicit 
in regard to:

A.  The performance parameters to be achieved

B.  Technical publications to be submitted

C.  Build standard of the Air System and its store configuration

D.  Certification norms to be followed 

E.  The test plans and procedures

F.  List of deliverable documents to be submitted to CEMILAC

G.  Time schedules including time slot for certification activities

H.  List of sub contractors
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 After completing all design and testing activities, the contractor shall submit all 
applicable documents. CEMILAC verification and evaluation of the documents will 
happen within the agreed time allotted for certification. In case the compliance to 
certain certification requirements is not established conclusively,  the Main Contractor 
must be prepared to repeat some analysis or tests on direction from CEMILAC. 
Certification is complete only after CEMILAC is satisfied that all performance 
parameters and certification norms as per the contract have been met. 

d. If an Air System / Airborne Store is being developed for both Military and Civil 
purposes, in order to avoid duplication of certification activities, necessary MoU on 
airworthiness and certification aspects shall be signed between CEMILAC / DGAQA 
and the corresponding divisions of DGCA that look into design and QA aspects of 
airworthiness respectively. 

1.4 design, developMent And produCtion of Air systeMs

The design, development, testing and evaluation of a complete Air System leading to 
issue of initial airworthiness approval for concurrent certification is given in this section. 
If the Air System development includes development of Airborne Stores, then section 1.5 
shall also be followed.

1.4.1 design orgAnisAtion ApprovAl (doA)

a. Main Contractors taking up the Design & Development of an Air System are required 
to be included in the Design Organisation Approval Scheme (DOAS) of CEMILAC.

b. CEMILAC may approve setting up of Airworthiness Groups in the approved design 
organisations for progression of airworthiness certification on behalf of CEMILAC. 

1.4.2  Airworthiness CertifiCAtion CriteriA

a. Main Contractor shall ensure that the Air System is designed to an applicable 
Airworthiness Certification Criteria. The Airworthiness Certification Criteria can 
be either specified by the User Services or mutually agreed amongst User Services, 
CEMILAC and the Main Contractor.

b. If necessary, for technical reasons justified, the Main Contractor, may use alternative 
airworthiness criteria as against the agreed airworthiness criteria in consultation with 
all the stakeholders.

c. If Airworthiness Certification Criteria does not exist for an Air System that is proposed 
to be developed, a set of standards / requirements mutually agreed amongst the Users, 
Main Contractor and CEMILAC, that establishes the required level of safety, shall be 
followed.
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d. Military Air Systems that require inter-operability with Civil Air Systems / Air space 
/ ATC shall comply with relevant Civil Aviation Requirements mandated by DGCA 
from time to time.

1.4.3  ConCept of operAtions (Conops)

Relevant information from the CONOPS document that impacts design and 
certification, shall be provided by the User Services to the Main Contractor & CEMILAC 
on a need-to-know basis. 

1.4.4  Air systeM requireMent speCifiCAtion

Based on the User requirements, relevant information from the CONOPS, system 
level requirements, its dependency on the other systems and certification requirements, the 
Main Contractor shall prepare the Air System Requirement Specification of Air System in 
consultation with the User Services. The Air System Requirement Specification shall be 
approved by CEMILAC.

1.4.5  type CertifiCAtion BAsis (tCB)

A Type Certification Basis (TCB) for the Air System shall be evolved by the Main 
Contractor in consultation with TAA based on the Air System Requirement Specifications 
and applicable Airworthiness Certification Criteria. TCB shall also include the Acceptable 
Means of Compliance for every requirement.

1.4.6  CritiCAlity ClAssifiCAtion

For the finalised Air System configuration, System Safety Assessment (SSA) shall be 
carried out at Air System level to identify the criticality levels of various Airborne Stores, 
which constitute the air system, based upon their functional importance. The criticality 
levels shall be Safety Critical, Mission Critical and Non-Critical. A Criticality Classification 
Document containing the criticality level details of all the Airborne Stores shall be finalised 
by the Main Contractor in consultation with User Services and TAA. For the Non-Critical 
Airborne Stores, TAA shall enable self-approvals during Test & Evaluation phase so as 
to minimise stage-gated approvals to enhance process efficiency and accelerate D&D 
timelines. Provisions related to airworthiness certification and quality assurance of such 
Airborne Stores shall be identified during the initial stages itself and included in ACP and 
QAP respectively. 
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1.4.7  Airworthiness CertifiCAtion plAn (ACp)

Main Contractor shall prepare an Airworthiness Certification Plan (ACP) bringing 
out the design & development, test & evaluation details towards compliance to TCB of the 
Air System along with the involvement of TAA and other stakeholders at various stages. 
This plan shall be approved by CEMILAC after confirming its adequacy.

1.4.8 quAlity AssurAnCe plAn (qAp)

Main Contractor shall prepare a D&D Quality Assurance Plan (QAP) bringing out 
the stage of development, QA roles, delegation related to development of the Air System 
along with the involvement of TAA and other stakeholders at various stages. This plan shall 
be approved by DGAQA. DGAQA may delegate QA activities for non-critical systems / 
sub-systems / LRUs to the Quality Assurance department of the Main Contractor. 

1.4.9 developMent And prototype phAse

a. Design & Development of Air System shall be carried out as per System Engineering 
Process leading to finalization of build standard and fabrication of prototypes. The 
Main Contractor shall prepare all the documents necessary for realization of the 
project.

b. Technical reviews at appropriate stages of development shall be conducted with the 
participation of relevant stakeholders.

c. Main Contractor shall establish processes for configuration control and defect 
investigation / failure analysis, during this phase.

d. The Main Contractor shall have an internal Quality Assurance process. 

1.4.10 systeM CertifiCAtion review BoArd (sCrB)

During development, whenever required, CE(A) may constitute a System Certification 
Review Board (SCRB) to facilitate in the certification process. SCRB shall also address the 
issues arising, if any related to the dispositions given by CEMILAC / RCMA during the 
airworthiness certification process of an Air System / Airborne Store. SCRB shall have 
CE(A) / concerned Director from CEMILAC as chairman with experts from Industry / 
Academia. Based on SCRB recommendations, the issues can be resolved and the certification 
activities can progress further. In case the issue still does not get resolved, an SCRB with a 
national level domain expert as chairman can be constituted based on the request from the 
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Main Contractor. The decision / way forward suggested by this SCRB shall be final and 
binding on all concerned.

1.4.11  test And evAluAtion

a. The Main Contractor shall establish working rigs for systems / subsystems to 
functionally test and demonstrate compliance to requirements.

b. The technical specifications of test rigs used during development and production for 
verification & validation of the Air System / Airborne Stores shall be approved by 
CEMILAC and the test rigs shall be certified by CEMILAC / DGAQA. 

c. The test plans and procedure documents as planned in the ACP shall be reviewed 
and approved by CEMILAC. CEMILAC may seek review from subject matter 
experts for ensuring adequacy of the test coverage towards meeting the airworthiness 
requirements. Self-approvals of test plan and procedures shall be enabled by 
CEMILAC for Non-Critical Airborne Stores and associated test rigs and TTGEs 
subject to test adequacy being ensured. The right to self-approvals can be revoked 
for a certain duration if the Main Contractor repeatedly fails to meet the certification 
requirements.  

d. The Main Contractor shall involve DGAQA for participation during the ground testing 
and approval of the test data as planned in the ACP and D&D, QAP document. Self-
approvals in quality assurance requirements shall be enabled by DGAQA for Non-
Critical Airborne Stores and associated test rigs and TTGEs through AFQMS. The 
right to self- approvals can be revoked for a certain duration if the Main Contractor 
repeatedly fails to meet the quality assurance requirements.  

e. A joint test and evaluation team may be constituted for ensuring quality assurance 
during D&D and manufacturing phase to fast-track these activities.  

f. DGAQA shall enable acceptance of industry standard quality assurance requirements 
such as AS9102 (First Article Inspection) for vendors / sub-contractors. 

g. All the test results shall be generated and provided to TAA, preferably in digital 
format, for faster processing of approvals. 

h. CEMILAC shall accord developmental flight clearance of prototype Air System based 
on compliance to the airworthiness requirements deemed necessary and sufficient 
to carry out flight testing safely. Functional & qualification testing of subsystems / 
LRUs, rig integration checks and ground test as applicable along with submission of 
a Certificate of Design (CoD) duly signed by Chief of Design, shall be the basis.
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i. During development phase, development flight testing & evaluation shall be carried 
out by the flight test department of the Main Contractor / Service HQ authorised 
flight testing agency.

j. Operational Test & Evaluation shall be carried out by flight test agency of the User 
Services for accepting the Air Systems on behalf of Services. If required, this may be 
carried out during the development flight trials phase.

k. Maintenance Evaluation Trials (MET) of an Air System shall be conducted by the 
designated agencies within User Services. 

l. Flight testing shall follow provisions given in Part-2 Chapter 5.

m. Any deviations on the product during Design & Development phase shall be addressed 
by a Non Conformance Review Process (NCRP) established by the main contractor. 
TAA shall be a part of NCRP. 

1.4.12 test AdequACy review BoArd (tArB)

a. During development, TARB may be constituted by the Main Contractor in consultation 
with CEMILAC to review the adequacy of ground testing of systems/subsystems as 
part of design validation. The board shall be chaired by a domain expert and will have 
system experts, CEMILAC, DGAQA as members. 

b. Tests that cannot be demonstrated on ground, shall be demonstrated by Flight testing 
after ensuring that carrying out such tests will not affect flight safety. Flight test 
agency representatives may also be co-opted as members in TARB wherever required.

1.4.13 ConfigurAtion MAnAgeMent

a. Main Contractor shall establish and implement a means by which the configuration 
of the Air Systems is managed over the development life cycle.

b. The configuration management will include processes by which the configuration is 
identified, change is managed, configuration status is accounted for, disseminated to 
all stakeholders and verification & audit of configuration changes are conducted.

1.4.14 initiAl Airworthiness ApprovAls

a.  Military Type Certificate (MTC)

i. On completion of design, development, testing and evaluation of Air System, 
Main Contractor shall prepare the Air System Type Record and submit to 
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CEMILAC. CEMILAC shall issue the MTC and the TCDS for the Air System 
to the Main Contractor when compliance to approved TCB has been achieved. 

ii. MTC signifies that the Air System as defined by the TCDS has achieved Initial 
Airworthiness Approval and that series production can be initiated as per 
approved SOP.

b.  Restricted Military Type Certificate (RMTC)

i.  If compliance to TCB is achieved partially, Restricted Military Type Certificate 
(RMTC) may be issued by CEMILAC provided all the safety requirements as 
per approved TCB have been complied with and the User is ready to accept the 
Air System based on the operational requirements.

ii. Procurement activities for Limited Series Production of the Air System may be 
initiated after the issue of RMTC.

c. Joint Holders of MTC / RMTC 

i. If multiple design and development agencies jointly develop an Air System, all 
these agencies may be Joint holders for MTC / RMTC with one agency as the 
lead MTC / RMTC Holder.

ii. An MoU / Agreement shall be signed for defining the extent of involvement in 
D&D, Production, delivery and follow on support of the Air System. One of 
the agencies shall be a lead agency for the above activities for liaison with the 
TAA. Such details shall be clearly brought out in the ACP and QAP documents. 

iii. All D&D agencies involved are required to be included under DOAS scheme 
with scope pertaining to their role in D&D.

iv. The CODs shall be signed by the authorized personnel of all agencies.

v. At the time of applying for MTC, the lead agency shall be the main applicant 
with other agencies acting as co-applicants. All the agencies are called the Joint 
Holders of MTC. 

vi. Any change to the MTC shall require concurrence from Joint Holders of the 
MTC. 

1.4.15 tools, testers And ground equipMent (ttge)

a. Tools, Testers & Ground Equipment (TTGE) are those equipment which are used by 
the ground / aircraft carrier / air crew for preparation, service, upkeep and maintenance 
of Air System / Airborne Stores during their operational use.
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b. The technical specifications of the TTGE which are to be delivered to the Users 
shall be approved by TAA and TTGE shall be certified by DGAQA. Maintenance 
Organisations of User Services shall be involved during the development.

1.4.16 releAse to serviCe doCuMent (rsd)

a. Air System delivered to User Services shall have Release to Service Document (RSD)
prepared by the Main Contractor and approved by CEMILAC. RSD shall be the basis 
for operation of the Air System by the Services.

b. RSD shall be issued before or along with the delivery of the first Air System to the 
User Services.

c. The Main Contractor shall deliver the applicable publications along with the RSD to 
the User Services for ensuring operational airworthiness.

d. The Main Contractor shall also deliver the TTGEs along with the Air System to the 
User Services to ensure operational airworthiness.

1.4.17 trAnsfer of initiAl Airworthiness ApprovAls

If Initial Airworthiness Approvals related to technical airworthiness are to be 
transferred, the transfer shall be made only to a Design Organisation within India and who 
has a Design Organisation Approval & shall be able to perform the responsibilities of an 
Initial Airworthiness Approval Holder. CEMILAC shall issue clearance for transfer of 
Initial Airworthiness Approvals.

1.4.18 trAnsition into produCtion

a. Manufacturing of Air System shall be taken up by a Main Contractor approved under 
Production Organisation Approval Scheme (POAS) of DGAQA.

b. Transfer of Technology (ToT): The cases where there is a need to transfer the 
technology from design & development agency to a production agency, the necessary 
ToT related requirements shall be completed.

c. If the production Main Contractor is outsourcing manufacturing / assembly / process 
/ services to suppliers, then the Main Contractor shall ensure that suppliers have 
the required capability and development maturity. The responsibility of ensuring the 
product / services from the suppliers lies solely on the Main Contractor. 
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d. All necessary Jigs, Fixtures, Tools, Testers and processes required for Series Production 
shall be identified, developed and accepted by the Production Organisation of the Air 
System / Airborne Stores. DGAQA shall certify them.

e. The SOP consisting of Master Drawing Index and Equipment Standard of Preparation 
(ESOP) / Standard of Equipment (SOE) shall be approved by CEMILAC.

f. Sealing of Standard of Preparation (SOP) has to be carried out before transition from 
development to production. Main Contractor / User Services / DRDO Labs / DGAQA 
shall be the Authority Holding Sealed Particulars (AHSP) as the case may be.

g. Production transition before issue of RMTC / MTC: In order to procure long-lead items 
and shorten the delivery time of the first set of Air Systems, the production agency 
may plan and carry out procurement and concurrent production activities before the 
issue of RMTC / MTC. To facilitate such transition, CEMILAC may provisionally 
approve a standard of preparation; and DGAQA may provide QA coverage; with 
an undertaking from the production agency that the deliverable Air System shall be 
as per the SOP defined in the RMTC / MTC. The provision may be adopted on 
case-by-case basis depending on the maturity of the product. The liabilities arising 
out of concurrent production before the issue of RMTC / MTC solely lies with the 
production organisation. 

1.4.19 produCtion

a. The production agency shall manufacture the Air Systems as per the Standard of 
Preparation released as a part of Initial Airworthiness Approval.

b. The production agency shall prepare a Quality Assurance Plan (QAP) for production 
with the approval of DGAQA. Quality Assurance aspects during production shall be 
ensured by DGAQA as per the Quality Assurance Plan. The QAP shall also contain 
the activities that will be independently undertaken by the QA of the Main Contractor. 
The QAP shall be approved by DGAQA.

c. Production Acceptance Test Plan: Main Contractor shall conduct the necessary tests 
on the Air Systems produced as per the approved PAT schedule with the involvement 
of relevant stakeholders. Users may carry out acceptance testing of the Air Systems 
as per User acceptance schedules if User has not been involved in the PAT. These 
test schedules will be promulgated by the Users and will normally be a subset of 
the mutually agreed PAT ratified by TAA with the same acceptance criteria. Where 
additional acceptance testing is envisaged by the User, the same must be mutually 
agreed by User and production agency and acceptance criteria ratified by TAA.
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d. Certificate of Airworthiness (CoA): DGAQA shall issue a CoA in the form of Signal 
Out Certificate (SOC) to each Air System manufactured by the Main Contractor 
conforming to a military type-certificate.

e. All deliveries and releases of aeronautical equipment and stores shall be accompanied 
with appropriate Release Note / Inspection Note signed by signatories authorized and 
approved by DGAQA.

f. The Main Contractor shall establish a Non Conformance Review Process (NCRP) to 
address the deviations during Limited Series Production (LSP) and Series Production 
(SP) phases. The Main Contractor shall put up the deviations to DGAQA. DGAQA 
may refer the deviation to CEMILAC / Non Conformance Review Board (NCRB) 
for disposition. The NCRB shall have members from Main Contractor, TAA, User 
representative and co-opted  experts.

g. Modifications: Modifications to the SOP shall be addressed in Local Modification 
Committee (LMC).

h. Concessions: Concessions to non-compliance of modifications / service bulletin / 
service instructions shall be addressed in the Local Concession Committee. 

i. Tail Numbering / Serial Number: The Service Headquarters may allocate a tail 
number / serial number to each of the Air System that is produced. 

j. Documents: The documents, data, test reports etc. generated during the production of 
each Air System shall be archived for the period stipulated by TAA. Each delivered 
Air System shall be accompanied by documents / manuals required for ensuring 
continuing and continued airworthiness after obtaining necessary endorsement by 
signatories authorised and approved by DGAQA.

1.5 design, developMent And produCtion of AirBorne stores

a. Airborne Stores include all Parts & Appliances and their software, Airborne General 
Stores, Propeller, Aero Materials, Air Armaments, Crew Personal Protection 
Equipment, Fuel Oil Lubricants (FOL), Parachutes etc., used in an Air System. 

b. Design & development of Airborne Stores could be taken up as part of development 
of an Air System, upgrade of an Air System, indigenous substitution or obsolescence 
management. The Airborne Store may be developed by Public Sector Undertaking, 
Laboratories of R&D Organisations of Government or Non-Government Institutions 
or by Private sector, even when an Expression of Interest or a Supply Order from the 
User Services does not exist.
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c. The Airborne Stores need to be airworthy for the complete Air System to be airworthy. 
Hence, all Airborne Stores need airworthiness approval before installation / use in an 
Air System or in another Airborne Store. The initial airworthiness approval for an 
Airborne Store can be in the form of one of the following: 

i Letter of Approval (LoA) for Airborne Stores such as materials, electronic 
modules and finished parts and other items that are not covered under Type 
Approval or IMATSOA. 

ii IMATSO Approval (IMATSOA) for Airborne Stores for which Indian Military 
Aviation Technical Standard Order (IMATSO) exists. 

iii Type Approval (TA) for Airborne Stores which are specific / custom designed 
for use in an Air System and which are not covered by the above two categories.

1.5.1 design orgAnisAtion ApprovAl (doA)

Main Contractors taking up the Design & Development of Airborne Stores are required 
to be included in the Design Organisation Approval Scheme (DOAS) of CEMILAC within 
the identified scope.

1.5.2 Airworthiness CertifiCAtion CriteriA

a. Main Contractor shall ensure that the Airborne Stores is designed to an applicable 
Airworthiness Certification Criteria. The Airworthiness Certification Criteria can 
be either specified by the User Services or mutually agreed amongst User Services, 
CEMILAC and the Main Contractor.

b. If necessary, the Main Contractor, in consultation with the Users Services shall take 
formal approval from CEMILAC for use of alternative Airworthiness Certification 
Criteria.

c. If Airworthiness Certification Criteria does not exist for an Airborne Store that is 
proposed to be developed, a set of standards / requirements mutually agreed amongst 
the User Services, Main Contractor and CEMILAC, that establishes the required 
level of safety, shall be followed.

d. In case of IMATSO stores, the airworthiness certification criterion is included in the 
IMATSO. 

1.5.3 type ApprovAl BAsis (tAB)

A Type Approval Basis (TAB) shall be evolved by the Main Contractor in consultation 
with CEMILAC based on the Airborne Store specification and applicable Airworthiness 
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Certification Criteria. The TAB shall also include the Acceptable Means of Compliance for 
every requirement. TAB shall be evolved for all types of Airborne Stores.

1.5.4  CritiCAlity ClAssifiCAtion

The System Safety Assessment (SSA) carried out at Air System level shall identify 
the criticality level applicable for the Airborne Store under development based upon its 
functional importance. The criticality level can be Safety Critical, Mission Critical or Non-
Critical. For the Non-Critical Airborne Store, TAA shall enable self-approvals during Test 
& Evaluation phase so as to minimise stage-gated approvals to enhance process efficiency 
and accelerate D&D timelines. Provisions related to airworthiness certification and quality 
assurance of such Airborne Store shall be identified during the initial stages itself and 
included in ACP and QAP respectively.

1.5.5 Airworthiness CertifiCAtion plAn (ACp)

Main Contractor shall prepare an Airworthiness Certification Plan (ACP) bringing 
out the design & development, test & evaluation details towards compliance to TAB of 
the Airborne Stores along with the involvement of TAA and other stakeholders at various 
stages. This plan shall be approved by CEMILAC. 

1.5.6 quAlity AssurAnCe plAn (qAp)

Main Contractor shall prepare a Design Quality Assurance Plan (QAP) bringing out 
QC & QA stages of inspection / testing, QA roles, delegation related to development of 
the Airborne Stores along with the involvement of TAA and other stakeholders at various 
stages. This plan shall be approved by DGAQA.

1.5.7 developMent And prototype phAse

a. Development of Airborne Stores shall be carried out as per identified System 
Engineering Process leading to finalization of SOP and fabrication of prototypes. 
The Main Contractor shall prepare all the documents necessary for realization of the 
Airborne Store.

b. Technical reviews at appropriate stages of development shall be conducted by the 
Main Contractor with the participation of relevant stakeholders.

c. Main Contractor shall establish a process for configuration control and defect 
investigation / failure analysis process during this phase.
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d. The Main Contractor shall have an internal Quality Assurance process preferably to 
AS 9100 standard or equivalent.

e. Any deviations on the product during Design and Development phase shall be 
addressed by a Non Conformance Review Process (NCRP) established by the main 
contractor. TAA shall be a part of NCRP.

1.5.8 test And evAluAtion

a. The Main Contractor shall establish working rigs for all Airborne Stores to functionally 
test and demonstrate compliance to requirements.

b. The technical specifications for the test rigs shall be approved by CEMILAC. 

c. The rigs shall be certified as per these approved specifications, by CEMILAC / 
DGAQA. 

d. The test plans and procedure documents that includes equipment functional test 
plans, QTP, ATP, integration test plan and other tests deemed necessary as planned in 
the ACP shall be reviewed and approved by CEMILAC. CEMILAC may seek review 
from subject matter experts for ensuring adequacy of the test coverage towards 
meeting the airworthiness requirements. Self-approvals of test plan and procedures 
shall be enabled by CEMILAC for Non-Critical Airborne Stores and associated test 
rigs and TTGEs subject to test adequacy being ensured. The right to self-approvals 
can be revoked for a certain duration if the Main Contractor repeatedly fails to meet 
the certification requirements.

e. The Main Contractor shall involve DGAQA for participation during the testing as 
planned in the ACP and D&D QAP document. The test reports shall be approved 
by DGAQA. Self-approvals in quality assurance requirements shall be enabled 
by DGAQA for Non-Critical Airborne Stores and associated test rigs and TTGEs 
through AFQMS. The right to self- approvals can be revoked for a certain duration if 
the Main Contractor repeatedly fails to meet the quality assurance requirements.  

f. A joint test and evaluation team may be constituted for ensuring quality assurance 
during D&D and manufacturing phase to fast-track these activities.  

g. DGAQA shall enable acceptance of industry standard quality assurance requirements 
such as AS9102 (First Article Inspection) for vendors / sub-contractors. 

h. All the test results shall be generated and provided to TAA, preferably in digital 
format, for faster processing of approvals.
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i. CEMILAC shall issue a Development Flight Clearance (DFC) for the Airborne Store 
or the Subsystem of which the Airborne Store is a part of, based on compliance to the 
airworthiness requirements deemed necessary and sufficient to carry out flight testing 
safely. Functional & Qualification testing (SOFT / Limited Qualification Tests (LQT) 
/ Full Qualification Tests (FQT)), rig integration checks and ground test as applicable 
along with design details shall be the basis for DFC. All the relevant documents are 
to be approved by TAA.

j. During development phase, flight testing & evaluation shall be carried by flight test 
department of the Main Contractor / Service HQ authorized flight testing agency.

k. If found necessary, data from initial flight testing may be used by Main Contractor 
to refine the design and / or the functional & qualification test plans and procedure 
documents.

l. Operational Test & Evaluation shall be carried out by flight testing agency of the User 
Services for accepting Airborne Stores on behalf of Services. 

m. In some cases, if a store is developed without an Expression of Interest or a Supply 
Order from the User Services, but has potential military application, as deemed 
desirable by the User Services, then the Service HQ may authorize a flight test 
agency of the respective User Services to flight evaluate the store, if necessary, on a 
No Cost – No Commitment (NC-NC) basis. The DFC for the Store will be issued by 
CEMILAC.

n. Maintenance Evaluation Trials (MET) of an Airborne Stores shall be conducted by 
the designated agencies within User Services. 

o. Flight testing shall follow provisions given in Part-2 Chapter 5.

p. The Main Contractor shall prepare all the applicable publications for the Users to 
ensure operational and continuing airworthiness. 

1.5.9 ConfigurAtion MAnAgeMent

a. Main Contractor shall establish and implement a means by which the configuration 
of the Airborne Stores is managed over the life cycle.

b. The configuration management will include processes by which the configuration is 
identified, change is managed, configuration status is accounted for, disseminated to 
all stakeholders and verification and audit of configuration changes are conducted.
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1.5.10 initiAl Airworthiness ApprovAls

a. Provisional Clearance for Airborne Stores

Provisional Clearance with restrictions may be issued pending a few long duration 
tests and documentation, provided all the safety requirements as per approved TAB has 
been complied with and end User is ready to accept the Airborne Stores based on the 
operational requirements. 

b. Type Approval / IMATSOA / LoA for Airborne Stores

On completion of design, development and evaluation of Airborne Stores including its 
associated software, Main Contractor shall prepare Type Record and submit to CEMILAC. 
The test reports along with compliance shall be duly coordinated by DGAQA. CEMILAC 
shall issue Type Approval / IMATSOA / LoA for Airborne Stores to the Main Contractor 
when compliance to approved TAB has been achieved. 

c. Clearance for Service Use (CSU) for Airborne Stores

i. An Airborne Store delivered to User Services shall have a Clearance for 
Service Use accorded by CEMILAC. CSU shall be the basis for operation of 
the Airborne Store by the Services. Maintenance manuals, Manuals on TTGE, 
and all other documents / training requirements required for ensuring the 
continuing airworthiness shall be the part of the CSU.

ii. The contents of the manuals shall be verified at the appropriate levels within 
the Design Organisations.

1.5.11 trAnsfer of initiAl Airworthiness ApprovAls

If Initial Airworthiness Approvals related to technical airworthiness are to be 
transferred, the transfer shall be made only to a Design Organisation within India and who 
has a Design Organisation Approval as applicable within the identified scope and is capable 
to perform the responsibilities of an Initial Airworthiness Approval Holder. Clearance for 
transfer shall be issued by CEMILAC.

1.5.12 trAnsition into produCtion

a. Manufacturing of Airborne Stores shall be taken up by a production agency approved 
under Production Organisation Approval Scheme (POAS) of DGAQA.
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b. All necessary Jigs, Fixtures, Tools, Testers and processes required for Series 
Production shall be identified, developed by the Production Organisation of the 
Airborne Stores and approved by DGAQA.

c. Sealing of Standard of Preparation (SOP) has to be carried out before transition from 
development to production. Main Contractor / User Services / DRDO Labs / DGAQA 
shall be the Authority Holding Sealed Particulars (AHSP) as the case may be.

d. Transfer of Technology (ToT): The cases where there is a need to transfer the 
technology from design & development agency to a production agency, the necessary 
ToT related requirements shall be completed. 

e. If production Main Contractor is outsourcing manufacturing / assembly / process / 
services to suppliers, then the Main Contractor shall ensure that suppliers have the 
required capability and maturity. The responsibility of ensuring the product / services 
from the suppliers lies solely on the Main Contractor. 

f. Production Transition before issue of PC / TA / LoA: In order to procure long-lead 
items and shorten the delivery time of the first set of Airborne Stores, the production 
agency may plan and carry out procurement and concurrent production activities before 
the issue of TA / LoA. To facilitate such transition, CEMILAC may provisionally 
approve a standard of preparation; and DGAQA may provide QA coverage; with 
an undertaking from the production agency that the deliverable Airborne Store shall 
be as per the SOP defined in the PC / TA / LoA. The provision may be adopted on 
case-by-case basis depending on the maturity of the product. The liabilities arising 
out of concurrent production before the issue of PC / TA / LoA solely lies with the 
production organisation. 

1.5.13 produCtion

a. The Main Contractor shall ensure manufacturing of the Airborne Stores by the 
production agency as per the Standard of Preparation released as a part of Initial 
Airworthiness Approval.

b. Quality Assurance aspects during production shall be ensured by DGAQA as per the 
Quality Assurance Plan prepared by the Main Contractor and approved by DGAQA.
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1.5.14 produCtion ACCeptAnCe test And periodiC quAlifiCAtion test

a. Main Contractor shall conduct the necessary tests on the Airborne Stores produced 
as per approved Production Acceptance Test Plan (PATP) with the involvement of 
relevant stakeholders.

b. In addition, Periodic Qualification Test during production shall be carried out 
at a defined interval, or when there is break in production for a defined period as 
stipulated by DGAQA in the QAP. These are additional tests out of QTP to ensure 
/ confirm requisite quality standards as achieved during QT stage are maintained 
during production.

1.5.15 releAse note 

a. DGAQA shall issue a Release Note / Inspection note to each Airborne Store 
manufactured by the Main Contractor conforming to a Type Approval / IMATSOA / 
LoA.

b. All deliveries and releases of aeronautical equipment and stores shall be accompanied 
with appropriate Release Note / Inspection Note signed by signatories authorized and 
approved by DGAQA.

1.5.16 deviAtions

The Main Contractor shall establish a Non Conformance Review Process (NCRP)  to 
address the deviations during Limited Series Production (LSP) and Series Production (SP) 
phase. The Main Contractor shall put up the deviations to DGAQA. DGAQA may refer the 
deviation to CEMILAC / Non Conformance Review Board (NCRB) for disposition. The 
NCRB shall have members from Main Contractor, TAA, User representative and co-opted  
experts.

1.5.17 ModifiCAtions

Modifications to the Standard of Preparation (SoP) shall be addressed in Local 
Modification Committee (LMC).
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1.5.18 ConCessions

 Concessions to non-compliance to modifications / service bulletin / service 
instructions shall be addressed in the Local Concession Committee. 

1.5.19 doCuMents

The documents, data, test reports etc. generated during the production of each 
Airborne Store shall be archived for the period stipulated by TAA. Each delivered Airborne 
Store / production batch, shall be accompanied by documents / manuals required for 
ensuring continuing and continued airworthiness after obtaining necessary endorsement 
by DGAQA. The document accompanying the Airborne Store should specify, but not 
limited to, Manufacturing Date, Part number, Serial Number, SOP (Hardware / Software), 
Overhaul, Time Between Overhaul, Total Technical Life and Total Calendar Life, Special 
instructions for handling and storage, initial parameter setting (if applicable), calibration 
and maintenance details etc. 

1.6 CustoMer furnished equipMent (Cfe) And CustoMer speCified 
equipMent (Cse) / Buyer noMinAted equipMent (Bne)

a. User Services may furnish or specify certain Airborne Stores, Engines and ALM for 
installation / integration on an Air System. Such items shall be categorized as below:

i. Customer Furnished Equipment (CFE): Items already held in the inventory 
of User Services or to be procured by them directly for installation on Air 
Systems. 

ii. Customer Specified Equipment (CSE) / Buyer Nominated Equipment (BNE): 
Items specified by the User Services to the Main Contractor for installation on 
Air Systems to meet specific operational requirements or to have commonality 
with other platforms in the inventory. 

b. For CFE and CSE / BNE, during the selection of the item, the User Services shall 
specify the need for airworthiness coverage by Indian TAA. If airworthiness coverage 
is needed, User Services / Main Contractor shall involve / obtain necessary inputs from 
TAA during the procurement stage / RFP to ensure the availability of airworthiness 
certification requirements.

c. For CFE, where Indian TAA is not involved during the selection of the equipment, 
the responsibility for ensuring the performance, reliability, maintainability, life and 
providing necessary documentation to ensure airworthiness of the equipment, will 
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be that of the User Services. The Main Contractor responsible for integration shall 
ensure the integration aspects, evaluate the performance and bring out the limitations 
if any, and their effects on the Air System. User Services shall be intimated about 
such limitations and recommendation may be sought prior to final clearance. Safety 
aspects of the integration shall be ensured by TAA.

d. For CSE / BNE equipment, the Main Contractor, in consultation with the User services 
and TAA, shall ensure that, all the relevant details needed to ensure the safety and 
performance parameters are obtained from the supplier of the equipment. If the CSE 
/ BNE item suppliers are of Indian origin, the equipment should have undergone 
airworthiness certification with Indian TAA. If any change in configurations, 
additional evaluation deemed necessary shall be carried out. The Main Contractor 
shall ensure the integration aspects, evaluate the equipment for its performance and 
bring out the limitations if any, and their effects on the Air System. User Services 
shall be intimated about such limitations and recommendation may be sought prior 
to final clearance. Safety aspects of the integration shall be ensured by TAA.

1.7  use of CoMMerCiAl-off-the-shelf (Cots) eleMents And    
stAndArd pArts

Use of COTS elements and Standard parts not only significantly reduces the 
developmental efforts but also provides many benefits during the life cycle of Air Systems 
and Airborne Stores. When such non-developmental items are used, due considerations 
shall be given by all the relevant stakeholders so as to ensure that these elements / parts do 
not impact the technical and operational airworthiness.

1.8 progressive / inCreMentAl CleArAnCes

CEMILAC may accord clearances to the extent to which the product has been evaluated 
in functionality without compromising on safety, to facilitate expediting the development 
which may require initial flight testing data for further progress. This approach may also be 
termed as ‘Spiral / Staircase’ Certification.
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1.9 intelleCtuAl property rights violAtion

a. The Main Contractor shall handle / address all the issues related to the Intellectual 
Property Rights (IPR).

b. TAA shall not be held liable for IPR violation by the applicants seeking airworthiness 
clearances, certificates and approvals from TAA for the developed products.
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CHAPTER 2 
LICENSED PRODUCTION OF 

AIR SYSTEMS AND AIRBORNE STORES

2.1 introduCtion

There may be instances where there is a license agreement between OEMs of Air 
Systems / Airborne Stores (Foreign / Indian) and the Indian production organisations 
for license production of such products in India. The procedure with respect to licensed 
production is discussed in this chapter. The OEM giving the licence for production will be 
referred to as "Licensor” and the Indian organisation to be designated as the executor of the 
License agreement, will be referred to as "Licensee".

2.2 AvAilABility of MtC / tA

a. The Licensor shall be in the possession of the Military Type Certificate or equivalent 
document for the Air System or the Type Approval or equivalent document for the 
Airborne Store that is to be produced under License.

b. In the absence of an MTC / TA or equivalent document from Licensor, the Licensee 
shall prepare a comprehensive ToT Data set for approval by CEMILAC. 

c. The requirements of TAA shall be taken for finalising the licence agreement and TAA 
representatives may be included in familiarization process keeping production and 
continued airworthiness support in view.

d. The License agreement, along with the list of procured document titles to be made 
available to the Indian TAA by the Licensee.

2.3 orgAnisAtion ApprovAls

The Licensee shall have relevant Production Organisation Approval from DGAQA. 
In addition to this, if the scope of License includes design ToT, the Licensee shall also have 
the relevant Design Organisation Approval as applicable within the identified scope from 
CEMILAC. 
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2.4 first ArtiCle evAluAtion

The Licensee will be granted approval by TAA to undertake manufacturing after 
successful evaluation of the first article by DGAQA and limited qualification testing and 
technical evaluation by TAA, wherever applicable. DGAQA shall enable acceptance of 
industry standard quality assurance requirements such as AS 9102 (First Article Inspection) 
for vendors / sub-contractors.

2.5 produCtion ACCeptAnCe test And periodiC quAlifiCAtion test

a. Licensee shall carry out Production Acceptance Test of each of the Air System / 
Airborne Store as per the licensor’s documentation. 

b. In addition, Periodic Qualification Test during production shall be carried out at 
defined intervals, wherever applicable, as stipulated by DGAQA.

c. If required, TAA may call for additional tests on few numbers / batches.

2.6 CertifiCAte of Airworthiness (CoA)

DGAQA shall issue a CoA in the form of appropriate Signal out Certificate / Release 
Note / Inspection Note to each Air System / Airborne Store manufactured by the licensee 
conforming to a Military Type Certificate / TA or equivalent.

2.7 ChAnges to stAndArd of prepArAtion

a. The Licensee shall retain the same list of suppliers for manufacturing of the Air 
System / Airborne Stores as held by the licensor at the time of obtaining  the MTC / 
TA. 

b. Any changes to the SOP, including the suppliers, shall be addressed through the 
Configuration Change Process (CCP) with Licensor, Licensee, CEMILAC, DGAQA 
and the Users as stakeholders.
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2.8 indigenous suBstitution

a. Indigenous substitution of Airborne Stores is permitted. Towards this, provisions as 
per Part-2, Chapter 12 shall be applicable.

b.   Indigenous substitution of TTGEs is permitted. Towards this, provisions as per Part-
2, Chapter 12 shall be applicable.

2.9 design ModifiCAtions

All design modifications introduced by the licensor and licensee in the form of mod 
leaflets, bulletins, change notices etc. shall be addressed in Local Modification Committee 
(LMC). Concessions on non-compliance of the mods, bulletins, change notices shall be 
addressed through Local Concession Committee.

2.10 produCtion deviAtions

Production deviations shall have the technical input of the Licensor / Licensee. 
The deviations may be addressed by DGAQA or by CEMILAC / NCRB, if referred to by 
DGAQA. 

2.11 Continuing And Continued Airworthiness support froM 
liCensor

The Licensee to ensure in the License agreement that all the necessary documents 
required for ensuring Continuing and Continued Airworthiness of the Air System / Airborne 
Stores are made available during the product life cycle.

2.12 sop updAtion

The Licensee shall update the SOP of the Air System / Airborne Stores for the   
modifications incorporated, in consultation with CEMILAC.
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2.13 role of liCensor

a. The role of licensor in Configuration Change Process(CCP) and in addressing of 
production deviations shall be addressed during finalising licence agreement.

b. In case the licensor coverage for CCP is not available, the same shall be addressed 
through a Local Technical Committee (LTC).
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CHAPTER 3 
BOUGHT-OUT AIR SYSTEMS AND 

AIRBORNE STORES

3.1 introduCtion

 Bought-out Air Systems and Airborne Stores are those which Government of India 
/ PSUs / Private organisations may buy from foreign companies (Supplier) for Indian 
military applications. The procedure for such cases of buying Military Air System and 
Airborne Stores is explained in this chapter. 

3.2 AvAilABility of MtC / tA And CoA

a. The Supplier shall be in the possession of the Military Type Certificate (MTC) / 
equivalent document for the Air System or the Type Approval / equivalent document 
for an Airborne Store that is being supplied. This needs to be ensured by the User 
Services / Main Contractor based on the requirements of TAA.

b. In the absence of MTC / TA or equivalent from the country of origin, Indian 
Technical Airworthiness Authorities may provide coverage for Initial and Continued 
Airworthiness with the support from the supplier.

c. The requirements of TAA pertaining to Technical Data shall be taken during 
procurement for inclusion in RFP. TAA representatives may be involved during 
familiarisation process keeping continued airworthiness support in view.

d. Any modifications to the initial certified configuration of the Air System done in 
the country of origin, to incorporate the Indian User requirements shall be accepted 
based on an Amended Military Type Certificate (AMTC) / Supplemental Military 
Type Certificate (SMTC).
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3.3 teChniCAl Airworthiness CoverAge

Necessary documents shall be made available for TAA to provide technical 
airworthiness coverage for repair / modification / upgradation of Air Systems & 
Airborne Stores. If required, CEMILAC may also ask for additional qualification tests /  
documentation in order to provide the technical airworthiness coverage. 

3.4 Continued Airworthiness

a. TAA shall provide continued airworthiness coverage for the bought-out Air Systems 
/ Airborne Stores as per procedure provisions provided in Part-2 Chapter 4 on 
continuing and continued airworthiness. 

b. Procurement contract shall include supply of all necessary documents such as 
Service Bulletins, Servicing Instruction etc. released by OEM as a part of continued 
airworthiness activity of Air System / Airborne Stores during its operational life.

c. Indigenous substitution is permitted. The provisions as detailed in Part-2, Chapter 12 
shall be followed.

3.5 Continuing Airworthiness support

It is the responsibility of the User Services / Main Contractor to ensure that all the 
necessary documents required for ensuring continuing airworthiness of the Air System / 
Airborne Stores being procured are included as part of the contract.

3.6 CustoMer furnished equipMent (Cfe) & CustoMer speCified 
equipMent (Cse) / Buyer noMinAted equipMent (Bne)

For use of CFE & CSE / BNE for integration on a bought-out Air System, the 
integrator shall follow the provisions of Part-2, Chapter 1, Section 1.6. 
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3.7 Civil Certified AirCrAft for MilitAry use

Civil Certified Air System / Airborne Stores for military application shall follow the 
provisions detailed in Part-2, Chapter 9.

3.8 gifted Air systeMs / AirBorne stores

Air System / Airborne Stores could be received as gifts by Indian Defence Services 
from other foreign countries based on the bilateral agreement and understanding. It is 
the responsibility of User Services that all the necessary supporting documents are also 
obtained, if the continued airworthiness support is expected from Indian TAA.
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CHAPTER 3A
BOUGHT-OUT AIR SYSTEMS AND 
AIRBORNE STORES ENVISAGING 

MANUFACTURE IN INDIA 

3A.1  introduCtion

This refers to Bought-out Air Systems and Airborne Stores which the Government 
of India may buy from foreign companies (OEM) for Indian Military applications wherein 
a considerable portion of the project will be manufactured in India under ‘Make in India’ 
Initiative of GoI. The fly-away Air systems and Airborne stores shall refer to Chapter 3. The 
procedure for ‘Manufacture in India’ portion of such procurement contract for Military Air 
Systems and Airborne Stores is explained in this chapter. 

3A.2  AvAilABility of MtC / tA 

a. The OEM shall be in the possession of the Military Type Certificate (MTC) / 
equivalent document for the Air System or the Type Approval / equivalent document 
for an Airborne Store that is to be manufactured in India from the Airworthiness 
Certification Agency of the Country of Origin / as mutually agreed between the 
Indian TAA and the User Services. 

b. Any modifications to the initial certified configuration of the Air System done in 
the country of origin, to incorporate the Indian User requirements shall be accepted 
based on an Amended Military Type Certificate (AMTC) / Supplemental Military 
Type Certificate (SMTC) / Any other suitable certification issued by Airworthiness 
Certification agency of country of origin / as mutually agreed between the Indian 
TAA and the User Services. 

c The requirements of TAA pertaining to technical data to provide technical  
airworthiness coverage for modification / upgradation of Air Systems & Airborne 
Stores shall be taken during procurement for inclusion in RFP.
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3A.3  teChniCAl Airworthiness CoverAge

Airworthiness by design shall be considered ascertained with provisioning of MTC 
from the country of origin. Therefore, CEMILAC involvement in ‘Manufacture in India’ 
portion may not be mandatory. DGAQA shall provide GQA oversight on the ‘Manufacture 
in India’ portion in line with the quality assurance of GQA of country of origin and by 
resorting to best global practices in this regard. DGAQA shall adopt risk based QA approach 
while  safeguarding product, process and behaviour integrity. OEM shall seek POA / 
DGAQA-AFQMS approval for production set up in India. Common  Quality Surveillance 
Plan (CQSP) shall be finalised between DGAQA and OEM on mutually agreed basis with 
involvement of user services rep. The QMS requirements as per AS9100 shall remain 
applicable. 

3A.4  first ArtiCle evAluAtion

First Article Evaluation shall be carried out as decided mutually between the OEM 
and DGAQA based on the technical documentation on which the MTC / TA was granted 
by the Airworthiness Certification agency of the country of Origin / as mutually agreed 
between the Indian TAA and the User Services. DGAQA shall enable acceptance of industry 
standard quality assurance requirements  such as AS 9102 (First Article Inspection) for 
vendors / sub-contractors. 

3A.5 CustoMer furnished equipMent (Cfe) & CustoMer speCified 
equipMent (Cse) / Buyer noMinAted equipMent (Bne)

For use of CFE & CSE / BNE for integration on a bought-out Air System, the 
integrator / OEM shall follow the provisions as specified by the Airworthiness Certification 
Agency of the country of origin / as mutually agreed between the Indian TAA and the User 
Services. 

3A.6 stAndArd of prepArAtion (sop)

a.  The OEM shall retain the same SOP for manufacturing of the Air System / Airborne 
Stores in India as held by the OEM at the time of obtaining  the MTC / TA from the 
Airworthiness Certification Agency of the country of origin / as mutually agreed 
between the Indian TAA and the User Services.
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b.  Any changes to the SOP, shall be addressed as per the defined procedures specified by 
the Airworthiness Certification Agency of the country of origin / as mutually agreed 
between the Indian TAA and the User Services.

3A.7 indigenous suBstitution

Indigenous substitution of Airborne Stores & TTGEs on the Bought-Out Air Systems 
manufactured in India shall be governed by the applicable provisions of Indian Military 
Airworthiness Framework. 

3A.8 ModifiCAtions / up-grAdAtions

Any indigenous modifications / up-gradations on the bought-out Air Systems / 
Airborne Stores in future, which are not under the purview of the airworthiness certification 
agency of the country of origin, shall have approval from CEMILAC for which the requisite 
design related technical documents shall be provided by the OEM.

3A.9 ConCessions

Concessions on non-compliance of the modifications, bulletins, change notices 
suggested by the OEM shall be as decided by the User Services.

3A.10 produCtion deviAtions (Minor & MAjor)

The nature of the production deviations as major or minor shall be carried out before 
repair / rework is carried out. Production deviations on non-serial numbered part i.e. minor 
deviations shall be disposed of by the OEM Designer. Deviations on Serial numbered 
components affecting FLIMSS (Functionality, Life, Interchangeability, Maintainability, 
Strength and Safety) i.e. major deviations, shall be disposed of by the Airworthiness 
Certification Agency of the country of Origin / as mutually agreed between the Indian TAA 
and the User Services.
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3A.11 ContrACtor & CustoMer test flights

Contractor’s test flights for the Air Systems manufactured in India shall be undertaken 
by the flight test crew based upon recognition given by the respective user service HQ and 
as authorised by the OEM. The OEM shall provide Test plan for contractor test flights and 
shall conduct flight tests as per the test plan. A certificate of Safety for Flight (F-1090) 
will be issued by DGAQA either for block flights or for block of calendar month / days. 
F-1090 will be valid subject to no flight safety snag during flight in major aircraft systems 
viz. Flight control system, Engine control system etc. & rectification thereof. Customer test 
flight will be done on similar lines. Post successful completion of contractor and customer 
sorties, a Certificate of Airworthiness in the form of Signal Out Certificate will be issued 
by DGAQA.

3A.12 reCognition of ContrACtor’s flight test Crew

The flight test crew for the contractor’s test flights shall have recognition from the 
respective user service HQ. 

3A.13 defeCt investigAtions

The OEM shall conduct defect investigations in case of defects reported by the user 
services. The defect investigations are to be performed as per the guidelines received from 
the user services. 
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CHAPTER 4 
CONTINUING & CONTINUED 

AIRWORTHINESS

4.1 introduCtion

An Air System acquired by User Services is typically operated for a very long period 
of time spanning few decades. Hence, the product has to continue to stay airworthy at any 
given time over its entire operating life. An Air System or an Airborne Store is treated to 
be airworthy when; it is built as per the initial airworthiness certificate and operated & 
maintained as per the stipulated maintenance documents. Therefore, it is not only imperative 
to comply with the initial airworthiness requirements but also to ensure that necessary 
provisions exist for ensuring airworthiness throughout the life cycle. This is achieved 
by ensuring airworthiness in operational scenario through the process of continuing and 
continued airworthiness.

4.2 Continuing Airworthiness

a. Continuing Airworthiness covers all the processes that ensure that, at any time in 
its operating life, an Air System complies with the airworthiness requirements as 
applicable and is in a condition for safe operation.

b. Continuing Airworthiness shall be achieved by,

i. Periodic servicing and maintenance of the Air System & Airborne Stores by 
crew / organisations of User Services as per the OEMs manual.

ii. The servicing and maintenance of the Air System & Airborne Stores by crew / 
organisations of Main Contractor.

iii. The servicing and maintenance of the Air System & Airborne Stores by third 
parties other than the Main Contractor or the User Services.

iv. Periodic review of the reliability of the Air System & Airborne Stores.
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c. In order to carry out continuing airworthiness, the Main Contractor shall:

i. Incorporate all the servicing and maintenance requirements at the time of initial 
airworthiness.

ii. Provide all necessary TTGEs and calibration schedules.

iii. Provide technical publications with proper illustrations.

iv. Provide adequate training material with regular SOP updates.

d. To ensure that continuing airworthiness is incorporated properly, the User  
Services shall:

i. Establish proper provisioning mechanisms and process for stocking and storage 
of all spares & material required for servicing and maintenance.

ii. In addition to carrying out scheduled maintenance and servicing as per the 
OEM approved schedules, the services shall ensure that the all the Servicing 
Instructions (SI), Special Technical Instructions (STIs) issued by OEM / 
Licensee / TAA are implemented on the fleet.

iii. Train, evaluate and certify all maintenance crew by OEM or User Training 
Centers.

iv. In case the OEM mandated activities could not be followed due to operational 
issues, these may be addressed in Local Concession Committee (LCC) or by 
the Services.

v. Carry out adequate audits to ensure that the continuing airworthiness 
organisations are carrying out activities properly.

vi. To ensure that the airworthiness of in-service Air System is managed correctly, 
the service headquarters may adopt the concept of Continuing Airworthiness 
Management Organisation (CAMO) within the Air System operators 
organisational structure.

e. The maintenance can be carried out by third party organisations that have a 
Maintenance Organisation Approval under Maintenance Organisation Approval 
Scheme (MOAS).

f. The User Services shall follow well documented, Air System specific, day-to-day 
inspection / checking, snag rectification procedures of the Services to ensure that, at 
any given time the Air System is airworthy to undertake flying. 
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4.3 Continued Airworthiness

a. Continued Airworthiness covers

i. All those processes that need to be carried out to ensure that the conditions 
under which Initial Airworthiness Approvals have been granted, continue to be 
fulfiled during the validity period of these approvals.

ii. All tasks that are carried out to upgrade the existing in-service Air Systems 
to enhance their usefulness and capability and to also address in-service 
obsolescence and life extension.

b. TAA shall provide continued airworthiness coverage to the Air Systems in service.

4.3.1 fAilure / inCident reporting

a. The User Service and the Main Contractor shall establish formal mechanisms for 
reporting failure / incident. The Main Contractor shall study the reasons for high 
failure rates and take corrective / preventive actions to ensure high operational 
availability of the fleet. Main Contractor may form defect investigation committee 
in consultation with the User Services, with members from Services, CEMILAC 
and DGAQA for investigation of failures / incidents, if necessary. The findings and 
recommendations / remedial measures shall be culminated in the form of a DI report.

b. A Defect Investigation Review committee shall be formed at the Contractor’s 
workplace to review and ensure that the actions of the defect investigation committee 
are properly carried out. The constitution of this review committee shall be with 
Quality Chief of the Main Contractor as Chairman and CEMILAC, DGAQA, User 
Services, representatives of Quality Department, Production Department of the Main 
Contractor and  Design Organisation of the Air System / Airborne Stores as members. 
The committee shall meet periodically for analysing all defect investigations and 
review of the necessary remedial measures.

4.3.2 serviCe instruCtions

The Main Contractor shall, with CEMILAC approval wherever applicable, issue 
Servicing Instructions (SIs), Service Bulletins (SBs), Urgent Operating Notices (UONs), 
Special Technical Instructions (STIs) and other promulgation mechanisms to inform User 
Services about changes that impact servicing, maintenance and operations. Service HQs to 
ensure that these instructions are promulgated to all applicable field units.
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4.3.3 oBsolesCenCe MAnAgeMent

The Main Contractor shall have an obsolescence management plan to monitor, 
mitigate and inform Services to stockpile stores / components or procure alternates for 
stores / components that may face obsolescence, in a timely manner. The Main Contractor 
shall obtain the approval of TAA for the proposed alternate stores / components.

4.3.4 life extension

If any Air System or Airborne Store is to be exploited beyond its prescribed life, 
CEMILAC shall provide the life extension on progressive / incremental basis, based on 
study, analysis and additional testing, as deemed necessary for life extension. The Main 
Contractor and the Services shall provide all requested information / documentation for the 
purpose. A Lifing Committee under the chairmanship of CEMILAC with members from 
Main Contractor, DGAQA and the User Services shall be constituted for the said purpose. 

4.3.5 ModifiCAtions & upgrAdes 

For Air Systems and Airborne Stores undergoing changes to the Type design by way 
of modifications & upgrades, subsequent to the initial airworthiness approvals (MTC / 
RMTC for Air Systems & Provisional Clearance / Type Approval for Airborne Stores), 
the Main Contractor shall establish means by which the design, testing and production 
processes are evaluated and controlled such that each product meets the airworthiness 
requirements. 

a. Local Modification Committee (LMC)

i. A Local Modification Committee (LMC) shall address the major modifications 
/ upgrades carried out on in-service Air Systems and Airborne Stores. 

ii. Ministry of Defence (MoD) may constitute Local Modification Committee 
(LMC) with financial powers specific to a Main Contractor / Programme.  
CE (A), CEMILAC may constitute LMC without financial powers, if necessary.

iii. A Local Technical Committee (LTC) comprising of representatives from 
all the stakeholders shall be formed by chairman LMC to discuss technical 
aspects of modification, in cases where adequate technical information on the  
proposed modification is not readily available. LTC shall recommend its 
proposal to LMC.
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b. Classification of Modification 

i. Any changes to the Type Design shall be classified as Minor or Major. 

ii. Minor changes identified as alteration or amendment are the ones not affecting 
Strength, Safety, Reliability, Interchangeability, Functionality and Operational 
effectiveness of Air Systems / Airborne Stores. All other changes are classified 
as major modifications.

c. Minor Modification by the Main Contractor

Alteration or amendment may be carried out by the Main Contractor under a 
privilege issued as a part of Design Organisation Approval. SOP amendment and 
publications are the responsibility of the Main Contractor. TAA shall be informed of 
the modifications.

d. Minor Modification by the User Services 

Alteration or amendment may be carried out by the User Services in association 
with the respective flight test agencies, with the clearance from the designated 
CRPO / competent authorities within the User Services. TAA and the maintenance 
organisations of the respective User Services shall be informed of the modifications. 
It is the responsibility of the User Services to ensure proper record keeping by 
involving the Main Contractor / Licensee, as applicable, for Modification Numbers 
and Publications.

e.  Major Modifications & Upgrades

i.   Upgrading the Air System shall be taken up by the OEM / Licensee or by any 
third party organisation that has demonstrated competence to take up major 
modification.

ii.   The upgrades shall be undertaken in such a manner that the original Type 
Certification Basis (TCB) of the parent Air System is not violated or 
compromised.

iii.  The Main Contractor shall prepare an Airworthiness Certification Plan (ACP) 
for the upgrade with the involvement of the TAA and other stakeholders.

iv.  Test rigs, if any, to validate the upgrade, shall be certified by DGAQA 
or Quality Assurance department of the Main Contractor or the Quality 
Assurance department of the User Services, as per the specification approved 
by CEMILAC.
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v. The ground test plan shall be approved by CEMILAC.

vi. The Quality Assurance coverage shall be provided by DGAQA or Quality 
Assurance department of the Main Contractor or the Quality Assurance 
department of the User Services.

vii. Flight testing shall follow the provisions detailed in Part-2, Chapter 5,  
Section 5.3. 

viii. The upgrade shall be ratified through LMC and regularized through an Amended 
Military Type Certificate (AMTC) or a Supplemental Military Type Certificate 
(SMTC) depending on whether the upgrade was performed with or without the 
involvement of the OEM. 

ix. The Main Contractor shall update the SOP and provide additional publications, 
wherever necessary to the User Services.
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CHAPTER 5 
FLIGHT TESTING OF AIR SYSTEMS  

AND AIRBORNE STORES

5.1 introduCtion

a. Every Aircraft (fixed or rotary wing) / UAS under development, production, or an 
in-service Air System that has undergone modification / upgrades has to undergo 
flight testing to validate the design, to obtain the actual performance and to ensure its 
airworthiness & safety. 

b. Also, in the course of development of new Airborne Store or use of existing Airborne 
Store on another Air System, flight testing may be necessary. This is because the 
functioning of the Airborne store is related intimately to the characteristics of the 
particular Air System installation or sometimes airborne environmental conditions 
cannot be simulated adequately in the laboratory. 

c. Flight testing is a high risk activity and therefore, it has to be performed in a judicious 
and a systematic manner only by competent professionals, taking into account all the 
necessary processes, procedures and clearances from the competent authorities, for 
safe testing within the prescribed boundaries of operation. 

d. This chapter consists of three parts, sequenced as the procedure for flight testing 
of ab-initio designed and developed Aircraft and UAS by the flight test agency, the 
procedure for flight testing of type certified in-service aircraft and UAS for evaluation 
of modifications and upgrades carried out by a Main Contractor and flight testing of  
in-service aircraft and UAS for evaluation of modifications carried out by the User 
Services.

5.2 flight testing of AB-initio developed AirCrAft & uAs 

5.2.1 introduCtion

The procedure for flight testing of ab-initio designed and developed aircraft by a 
flight testing agency for design validation and demonstration of airworthiness and safety is 
detailed in the following paragraphs.  
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5.2.2 flight testing plAtforM

a. Flight testing shall be carried out on an Air System registered under Indian Military 
Register with the User Services or which has been issued with a military tail number.

b. If flight testing platform is having a civil tail number, then necessary concurrence 
from DGCA shall be obtained for undertaking flight testing activities. In case of 
flight testing of research Air Systems for military applications, the registration shall 
be obtained from the relevant branch of User Services. 

5.2.3 flight testing AgenCies

The flight test department of the Main Contractor / Services HQ authorized flight 
testing agency are responsible for the flight testing of Air Systems and Airborne Stores.

5.2.4 flight testing personnel

a. Flight test crew, both the Test Pilot and the Flight Test Engineer, shall be a graduate 
of a recognized Test Pilot School or shall have undergone a suitable course on flight 
testing of UAS for undertaking developmental, experimental or production flight 
testing. Flight testing after production or overhaul may also be undertaken by a pilot 
who has undergone production flight test course at a recognised Test Pilot School and 
qualified on the particular aircraft / UAS type.

b. The Chief Test Pilot (CTP) / Head of the Flight Testing Agency and the Flight Test 
Crew authorized by them are the responsible personnel to undertake the flight testing 
of a particular Air System. 

c. The name and the signature of the crew shall be filled in Form 1090 before taking 
custody of the Air System.  However, while handing over the Air System from the 
Main Contractor to the User Services, flying under Form 1090, the User Services 
shall provide the authorization details of the flight crew to DGAQA. 

d. Joint Flight  testing during development phase by the User Services concurrently 
along with the flight test agency is permitted to minimize cost and time. The flight 
crew of the User Services shall be qualified and authorized by the CTP / Head of the 
Flight Test Agency. 
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5.2.5 AirspACe & ground spACe for flight testing

a. Flight testing shall be carried out in Airspace designated to undertake flight testing 
activities. The flight test agency is responsible for seeking the air space clearance 
from the competent authorities to undertake flight testing.

b. It is the responsibility of the Main Contractor to liaise with the proprietor of the 
ground space / ship space to ensure proper functioning of the facilities such as, but 
not limited to, telemetry, serviceability of the runway / ship deck, the arrestor barrier 
system / arrestor recovery system, before undertaking flight testing.     

5.2.6 flight test speCifiCAtion 

The Flight Test Specification containing the flight test demonstration requirements 
shall be prepared by the Main Contractor in consultation with the flight test agency and 
approved by CEMILAC.

5.2.7 flight test plAn 

The Flight Test Plan for the important block / phase / trial of flight testing capturing 
the objectives of the sorties planned for the block / phase / trial shall be prepared by the 
Flight Test Agency in consultation with the Main Contractor. 

5.2.8 flight test sChedule

A flight test schedule for each taxi or a sortie, capturing the details of the specific tests 
to be conducted, shall be prepared by the flight test agency.   

5.2.9 flight test instruMentAtion

a. Flight testing shall be carried out on an instrumented platform. Real time transmission 
of critical data to a ground monitoring / control station through telemetry may be 
ensured by the Main Contractor.

b The overall instrumentation plan shall be prepared by the Main Contractor / flight 
test agency in consultation with CEMILAC. Based on the criticality, the plan shall be 
approved either by CEMILAC or by the flight test department of Main Contractor.
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c.  The Main Contractor in consultation with the flight test agency is responsible for 
ensuring that the platform is adequately instrumented as per the agreed instrumentation 
plan including all On-board Flight Test Instrumentation LRUs. The instrumentation 
shall satisfactorily facilitate flight test validation of the systems being tested.

5.2.10 CleArAnCes for undertAking flight testing

a. Flight testing of Air System shall be initiated only after the clearance is issued by 
Technical Airworthiness Authorities (CEMILAC & DGAQA). 

b. Flight testing of an Airborne Store to validate its design, functionality and integration 
aspects shall be cleared by CEMILAC through a Development Flight Clearance 
(DFC) for the Airborne Store.

c. For development flight testing of Air System, CEMILAC shall issue Certificate of 
Flight Trials in the form of Flight Clearance Certificate (FCC). The FCC shall be 
prepared by the Main Contractor in consultation with CEMILAC and shall be jointly 
approved by the Chief of Design of the Main Contractor and CEMILAC.

d. CEMILAC shall clear individual flights through the Flight Program Clearance Memo 
(FPCM) after ascertaining airworthiness of the aircraft or UAS.  The FPCM shall be 
prepared by the Main Contractor and approved by CEMILAC. FPCM certifies the 
aircraft’s fitness as per the planned flying program. Flight data analysis for individual 
sorties and work done report including snag disposition details duly coordinated by 
DGAQA shall be completed before seeking clearance of the next sortie. However, 
in exceptional cases, if data analysis is not possible before next sortie, it must be 
completed by end of the day and next sortie may be cleared based on pilot debrief.

e. DGAQA shall issue Certificate of Safety for Flight through Form 1090 for undertaking 
flight testing for Air System / Airborne Stores.

f. Flights shall be conducted by the flight test agency within the boundaries (flight 
envelope limits and other clearances) defined in the FCC. Subject to the availability 
of the clearances through FPCM and Form 1090, the flight test agency may plan and 
execute the requisite number of flights as required to complete the planned tasks, 
within the scope of the FCC.

g. If, as a result of an accident or any untoward incident, CEMILAC considers that it 
would be prudent to restrict further trials pending investigation, CEMILAC shall 
advise Service Head Quarters, DGAQA and Main Contractor and may withdraw the 
current FCC temporarily.
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5.2.11 BloCk CleArAnCe 

a. At an appropriate stage in development flight testing, block FPCM may be authorised 
by CEMILAC whenever clearance for each flight by CEMILAC is not considered 
necessary.

b. Block FPCM shall be issued only for mature Air Systems, where sufficient confidence 
has been gained on airworthiness of the Air System, in general.

c. Block FPCM shall be issued for a specific build (SOP) of the Air System. It ceases to 
be valid if there are changes to the approved build.

d. Detailed data analysis shall be completed for each sortie. However, in exceptional 
cases, if data analysis is not possible before the next sortie, it must be completed by 
the end of the day and next sortie may be cleared based on Pilot debrief.  CEMILAC 
may participate in data debriefs (where required) during  block FPCM phase.  

e. When aircraft are flown under block FPCM, CEMILAC shall be informed of any 
anomalies that affect safety of flight, major technical snags or defects that occur. If 
there is any major technical snags or defect at any stage, CEMILAC may withdraw 
block FPCM temporarily.

5.2.12 flight test report

Flight test reports after a block of flights or after completion of a milestone activity 
shall be prepared by the Main Contractor in consultation with flight test agency and 
forwarded to CEMILAC.

5.3 flight testing of in-serviCe AirCrAft & uAs for ModifiCAtions 
/ upgrAdes CArried out By A MAin ContrACtor 

5.3.1 introduCtion

In-service aircraft / UAS are continuously modified / upgraded for increasing their 
operational effectiveness. In-service aircraft also undergo maintenance and overhaul. 
Depending on the extent of modification / upgrade, the aircraft may be allotted to the Main 
Contractor or held on the strength of the User Services. The Flight testing is undertaken via 
F-1090 in case the aircraft is allotted to the Main Contractor or via Form 700 or equivalent 
in case the aircraft is held with the User Services. This section describes the procedure for 
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flight testing for the evaluation of such modification / upgrades when undertaken via F- 
1090. Section 5.4 discusses the aspects related to flight testing when undertaken on F-700 
or equivalent by the user services flight test agency.

5.3.2 tAsk direCtive froM serviCe heAdquArters

The Service Head Quarters shall issue a task directive or equivalent, for the 
modification / upgrade, detailing the roles and responsibilities of the stakeholders involved.

5.3.3 flight testing plAtforM

The flight test platform / tail numbers for the upgrade and flight testing shall be 
allotted by the Service HQ.

5.3.4 flight testing AgenCy

The flight testing agency shall be in accordance with the authorization as per the task 
directive of Service HQ. 

5.3.5 AirspACe & ground spACe for flight testing

a. The flight test agency is responsible for seeking the airspace clearance from the 
competent authorities to undertake flight testing. 

b. The Main Contractor shall coordinate with the User Services to ensure proper 
functioning of ground space / ship space facilities such as, but not limited to, 
serviceability of the runway / ship deck, the arrestor barrier system / arrestor recovery 
system, before undertaking flight testing.

5.3.6 flight testing personnel

The Chief Test Pilot (CTP) / Head of the Flight Testing Agency and the Flight Test 
Crew authorized by them are the responsible personnel to undertake the flight testing.  

5.3.7 flight test speCifiCAtion 

The Flight Test Specification containing the flight test demonstration requirements 
shall be prepared by the Main Contractor as per the Service HQ task directive, in consultation 
with the flight test agency, and approved by CEMILAC. 
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5.3.8 flight test plAn

The Flight Test Plan for the important block / phase / trial of flight testing capturing 
the objectives of the sorties planned for the block / phase / trial shall be prepared by the 
flight test agency. 

5.3.9 flight test sChedule

A flight test schedule or equivalent for individual sorties, capturing the details of the 
specific tests to be conducted, shall be prepared by the flight test agency.  

5.3.10 flight test instruMentAtion

a. Depending on the criticality of the modification / upgrade, the nature and the extent 
of instrumentation may be arrived at, in consultation with CEMILAC.

b.   The Main Contractor / flight test agency of the User Services is responsible for ensuring 
that the platform is adequately instrumented as per the agreed instrumentation plan. 
The instrumentation shall satisfactorily facilitate flight test validation of the upgraded 
systems being tested. 

5.3.11 CleArAnCes for undertAking flight testing

a. CEMILAC shall issue Certificate of Flight trials in the form of FCC for the flight 
evaluation of trial modification / upgrades. 

b. Depending on the nature and the criticality of the modification / upgrade, the mode 
of flight clearance by CEMILAC shall be for individual flights or block clearance 
or combination of both, i.e individual flights initially and block clearance thereafter. 
Individual sortie clearance by CEMILAC shall be through the Flight Program 
Clearance Memo (FPCM). The FPCM shall be prepared by the Contractor / Flight 
Test Agency and approved by CEMILAC. Data analysis to establish the safety of 
flight may be carried out before the next sortie.

c. The certificate of safety for flight through Form 1090 shall be issued by the competent 
authority, as applicable.
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5.3.12 BloCk CleArAnCe

Depending on the criticality of the modification / upgrade, block clearance may be 
authorized by CEMILAC.

5.3.13 triAl report

Flight evaluation trial reports at the conclusion of every stage of evaluation and a 
consolidated report after the completion of the evaluation, prepared by the flight testing 
agency, shall be forwarded by Service HQ to CEMILAC. The trial report forms the basis 
for clearance for fleet modification.

5.4 flight testing of in-serviCe AirCrAft & uAs for ModifiCAtions 
CArried out By the user serviCes orgAnisAtion

5.4.1 AirspACe & ground spACe for flight testing

a. The flight test agency is responsible for seeking the airspace clearance from the 
competent authorities to undertake flight testing. 

b. It is the responsibility of the User Services to ensure proper functioning of ground 
space / ship space facilities such as, but not limited to, serviceability of the runway / 
ship deck, the arrestor barrier system / arrestor recovery system, before undertaking 
flight testing.

5.4.2 flight testing personnel

The Chief Test Pilot (CTP) / Head of the Flight Testing Agency and the Flight Test 
Crew authorized by them are the responsible personnel to undertake the flight testing.  

5.4.3 flight test oBjeCtives 

The objectives of the flight testing shall be prepared by the flight test agency and 
provided to CEMILAC.
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5.4.4 flight test instruMentAtion

a. Depending on the criticality of the modification / upgrade, the nature and the extent 
of instrumentation may be arrived at, in consultation with CEMILAC, if required.

b. The  flight test agency of the User Services is responsible for ensuring that the platform 
is adequately instrumented. The instrumentation shall satisfactorily facilitate flight 
test validation of the upgraded systems being tested.

c. The instrumentation plan shall be approved by CRPO for the IAF / equivalent for 
Indian Army and Indian Navy of the flight test agency.

5.4.5 CleArAnCes for undertAking flight testing

a. CEMILAC shall issue Certificate of flight trials in the form of FCC for the flight 
evaluation of trial modification. 

b. The certificate of safety for flight through Form 700 or equivalent shall be issued by 
the competent authority, as applicable.

c. Clearance for flight trial evaluation of minor mods carried out by the User Services 
may be accorded by CRPO / designated competent authority within the respective 
User Services.

d. Flight test clearance of certain Airborne Stores for demonstrations / NC-NC projects / 
Op-Capability enhancement requirements / Fast track procurements may be accorded 
by CRPO for the IAF / equivalent for Indian Army and Indian Navy for a limited 
flight envelope. However, if such activities are resulting in fleet modifications, then 
necessary clearance shall be obtained from CEMILAC by providing requisite data.

5.4.6 triAl report

Flight evaluation trial reports at the conclusion of every stage of evaluation and a 
consolidated report after the completion of the evaluation, prepared by the flight testing 
agency, shall be forwarded to CEMILAC. The trial report forms the basis for clearance for 
fleet modification.
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CHAPTER 6  
UNMANNED AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS

6.1 introduCtion

Military Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) need to be certified for safety to ensure 
minimum risk and hazards to other airspace users, personnel and property on ground. The 
scope of this procedure for military UAS certification pertains to operation of military UAS 
in segregated airspace only.

6.2 uAs CertifiCAtion AppliCABility

All UAS warrant airworthiness certification to fly in segregated and non-segregated 
airspace as per The Drone Rules 2021 issued by Ministry of Civil Aviation (MoCA) and 
its subsequent releases. The extent of certification of military UAS would be based on 
classification of UAS as per International MIL standards and MoCA Drone Rules. The 
Large category military UAS shall be certified by TAA as per complexity / level of autonomy 
and other certification criteria as per role. UAS other than Large category shall meet the 
airworthiness criteria mentioned in the Drone Rules of MoCA and Certification Scheme for 
Unmanned Aircraft Systems of Quality Council of India (QCI)  tailored suitably to include 
Military / User requirements. All categories of recoverable UAS which are weaponized 
shall undergo additional certification for integration of munition. 

6.3 operAtions

UAS must be operated in a manner that minimizes the risk and hazards to other 
airspace users, ground crew and persons, over which such UAS are flown and shall abide 
by the Air Traffic Management Regulation and applicable legal framework. Additionally, 
necessary permission from the competent authority needs to be obtained for operations. 
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6.4 CertifiCAtion proCedure

a. UAS other than Large category UAS shall follow the certification criteria mentioned 
in the Certification Scheme for Unmanned Aircraft Systems published by QCI. The 
Design organisation and the procurement agency should ensure that all criteria of 
certification as mentioned in QCI certification document are met.

b. The Large UAS development / acquisition may come under the following categories:

i) Indigenously developed UAS (Ab-initio design & development)

ii) Bought-Out UAS

iii) License Produced UAS

6.4.1 proCedure for indigenously developed lArge uAs And weAponised uAs (AB-
initio design & developMent)

Procedure for ab-initio design and development of UAS shall follow the provisions 
provided in Part-2, Chapter 1, with the following additional specific provisions: -

a. Based on the criticality classification of systems / subsystems / LRUs of UAS in 
consultation with User and CEMILAC, the Quality assurance coverage during 
development for safety critical systems / subsystems / LRUs shall be provided by 
DGAQA. The Quality assurance coverage during development for other than safety 
critical systems / subsystems / LRUs shall be provided by the internal QA of the Main 
Contractor with the authorisation from DGAQA. However, DGAQA shall provide 
QA coverage for the fully assembled UAS. 

b. The ground segment of UAS may be grouped as the Ground Operating System (GOS) 
and Ground Support System (GSS).

c. GOS may be further classified into GOS (Primary) & GOS (Secondary). GOS 
(Primary) consists of datalink and GCS used for controlling the operation of Air 
Vehicle and the rest of the GOS is classified as GOS (Secondary). 

d. GOS (Primary) shall be certified by CEMILAC and GOS (Secondary) and GSS shall 
be certified by DGAQA.

e. Weaponised UAVs of any category shall be certified for integration of the weapon, 
platform safety and suitability.
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6.4.2 proCedure for Bought-out uAs

  Procedure for Bought-out UAS shall follow the provisions provided in Part-2, 
Chapter 3 and 3A with the following additional specific provisions: -

a. In case the Bought-out UAS does not have the airworthiness certification from the 
country of origin, then the operator shall ensure that all the necessary documentation 
to guarantee compliance to safety standards are also procured. This needs to be 
verified by the User Services or TAA. 

6.4.3  proCedure for liCense produCed uAs

  Procedure for License Produced UAS shall follow the provisions provided in  
Part-2, Chapter 2 with the following additional specific provisions: -

a. The Quality assurance during License Production may be provided by the internal 
QA of the licensee with the authorisation from DGAQA.

6.5 Continuing And Continued Airworthiness

 Procedure for Continuing and Continued Airworthiness of UAS shall follow the 
provisions provided in Part-2, Chapter 4.

6.6 reseArCh uAs

UAS other than Large research UAS shall comply with the provisions as per MoCA 
Drone Rules 2021 and its subsequent releases.  Large category UAS, which are Research 
or Technology Demonstrator UAS, shall follow the provisions given in Part-2, Chapter 8 
on Research Air Systems and Airborne Stores.
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CHAPTER 7 
AIR LAUNCHED MISSILES (ALM)

7.1 introduCtion

a. Air Launched Missiles (ALMs) are treated as an Air System in this procedure 
document. Air armament stores other than ALMs are treated as Airborne Stores.

b. ALMs only are covered in this chapter. 

c. The carriage, launch and jettison of air launched missiles (ALMs) from an airborne 
platform present risks to the airborne platform as well as to the Users who handle 
such systems and, therefore, the safety of the complete missile system has to be 
ensured. These ALMs are required to be evaluated for their airworthiness in 
standalone configuration before allowing their fitment on a military airborne platform. 
Subsequently, aspects related to their integration on the military airborne platforms 
are assessed for airworthiness and safety of airborne platform. 

d. This chapter covers the procedure provisions for design, development, production and 
airworthiness certification of air launched missiles. It also includes the airworthiness 
certification aspects applicable during the acquisition of Bought-out ALMs and 
License produced ALMs. 

7.2 proCedure for Airworthiness CertifiCAtion of Air lAunChed 
Missiles (AlMs)

Development / acquisition of ALMs may come under the following categories: - 

i. Ab-initio designed & developed ALMs

ii. Bought-out ALMs

iii. License Produced ALMs

7.2.1 proCedure for AB-initio designed & developed AlMs

Procedure for ab-initio design, development, production and airworthiness 
certification of ALMs shall follow the same provisions which are applicable for ab-initio 
designed & developed Air Systems and are provided in Part-2, Chapter 1 of this procedure 
document with the following additional specific provisions: - 
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a. The airworthiness assessment of ALMs shall be carried out first in standalone 
configuration followed by the assessment of airworthiness of the aspects related to 
integration / fitment of ALMs on military airborne platforms.

b. Complete ALM shall be certified as per the provisions applicable for Air System 
whereas the provisions applicable for Airborne Stores shall be used while taking up 
design & development of sub-systems and LRUs for use in an ALM. 

c. Based on the criticality classification of sub-systems / LRUs of ALMs during the 
initial stage of design & development of an ALM in consultation with CEMILAC, 
the quality assurance coverage for safety-critical subsystems / LRUs of ALMs in 
standalone configuration during developmental phase shall be the responsibility 
of DGAQA. For the remaining sub-systems / LRUs of ALMs in standalone  
configuration, the coverage for quality assurance aspects during developmental 
phase shall be the responsibility of the internal quality assurance group of the Main 
Contractor duly authorized by DGAQA and the same shall be carried out as per QAP 
approved by DGAQA.  

d. The quality assurance coverage for fully assembled ALMs during the developmental 
phase shall be the responsibility of DGAQA. 

e. The quality assurance coverage during the integration of ALMs on the intended 
airborne platform shall be the responsibility of DGAQA. 

7.2.2 proCedure for Bought-out AlMs

Military airworthiness certification procedure for Bought-out ALMs shall be as per 
the provisions provided in Part-2, Chapter 3 and 3A of this procedure. 

7.2.3 proCedure for liCense produCed AlMs

Military airworthiness certification procedure for license produced ALMs shall be as 
per the provisions provided in Part-2, Chapter 2 of this procedure. 

7.2.4 proCedure for Continuing And Continued Airworthiness for All types of 
AlMs

Military airworthiness certification procedure during Continuing and Continued  
Airworthiness phases of ALMs shall follow the provisions provided in Part-2, Chapter 4 of 
this procedure. 
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CHAPTER 8  
RESEARCH AIR SYSTEMS AND 

AIRBORNE STORES

8.1. introduCtion 

Any Air System / Airborne Stores, that is designed and developed by D&D 
organisations for the purpose of Research / Experimentation / Technology Demonstration 
of new technologies, which shall be produced in limited numbers and shall strictly not to 
be used for any operation by the Services, is defined as a Research Air System / Airborne 
Stores or Technology Demonstrator. D&D Organisation means any research Organisation, 
main contractor or user services for undertaking research under purview of this Chapter. 
Scope of the Research Air System / Airborne Stores (RAS) includes manned Air System, 
Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS), Unmanned Helicopter, Air Launched Missiles, Air 
Launched Weapons and Airborne Stores excluding armaments / Explosives, high energy 
and hazardous materials. Wherever such materials are part of system requirement, high 
energy simulator (Inert) or dummy shall be considered under the purview of RAS.

8.2. requireMent

Design and Development (D&D) Organisation has to submit the application for 
Airworthiness certification coverage for Air System / Airborne Stores. The Air System / 
Stores can be categorised under the Research category based on the Technology Readiness 
Level (TRL) and Designer Research Capability Level (DRCL) of D&D Organisation. Air 
System / Airborne Stores will be categorised under Research category if the TRL level of 
the System and DRCL of D&D Organisation are more than five i.e. TRL >5 and DRCL >5. 

8.3.  deClArAtion 

For the Air System / Airborne Stores under research category, the D&D organisation 
shall provide the technical details of the project to the Technical Airworthiness Authority 
(TAA) i.e. CEMILAC and DGAQA and shall declare that the proposed Air System / 
Airborne Stores shall be developed for research / experimentation purpose only and shall 
not be delivered to the User Services for any operational utilisation.
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8.4 Airworthiness proCedure for reseArCh Air systeM And AirBorne 
stores 

At the airworthiness  proposal / RFP stage, it has to be declared by D&D organisation 
that the Air System or Airborne Store is under Research Category by bringing out the TRL 
level of the enabling technology, infrastructure and facilities along with DRCL level of 
D&D organisation being greater than 5. 

At the proposal stage, along with application the following details shall be provided 
to TAA:

a. Requirement and Objectives 

b. Identification of the system

c. Estimated number of flights required for Research

d. Operational area for conducting experimental flight.

e. Changes on a previously type certified air system, if applicable

On authorisation by TAA, the limited privileges shall be offered to the delegated TAA 
of the D&D organisation.  

The D&D organisation has to qualify Minimum One Airworthiness Audit (MOAA) 
criteria with TAA within the entire research period.

8.4.1. privileges

It refers to the activities that can be done by the D&D organisation under the 
Research category on authorization by TAA. Following privileges can be exercised by 
D&D organisation: - 

a. To maintain the SOP for the Air System / Airborne Stores to ensure the traceability of 
parts.

b. To maintain the test reports and internally approve the results under research category.

c. To prepare and approve the Ground Test and Flight Test plan under research category.

d. To conduct Ground tests on approval by the delegated  TAA of the organisation.

e. To perform the flight test in the restricted air space for Air System on approval by the 
delegated TAA of the organisation.
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f. To manage FRACAS internally for the Air System / Airborne Stores within the 
research period.

g. To carry out SSA internally with an objective to reduce the identified risk at nascent 
stage of design and exploration for the Air System / Airborne Stores within the 
research period.

However, the additional list of privileges and limitations, if any will be mentioned 
during authorisation by TAA.

8.4.2. Airworthiness CoverAge By delegAted tAA

On authorisation by TAA as delegated TAA with privileges in the D&D organisation 
undertaking Research Air Systems / Airborne Stores, the following additional provisions 
shall be ensured by delegated TAA apart from the relevant provisions of Part-2, Chapter-1:- 

a. Delegated TAA / D&D organisation shall ensure that all the applicable airworthiness 
processes as per IMAP-2023 are followed during RAS phase.

b. The Air System shall be registered under the Indian Military Register and issued with 
a suitable tail number / serial number or authorised by competent authority.

c. The Air System shall be installed with an approved Data Recorder (flight / on-
Ground).

d. Flight Testing shall be carried out in a segregated and designated airspace only.

e. Flight testing shall be carried out by Flight test crew. Both the Test Pilot and the 
Flight Test Engineer shall be graduates of a recognized Test Pilot School or shall have 
undergone a suitable course on flight testing.

f. No part of the Air System and its Airborne Store shall be salvaged or reused for other 
airborne application, outside the fleet of the research Air System.

g. After the completion of the program objectives, the LRUs shall be yellow colour 
banded with appropriate ‘NOT FOR FLIGHT’ tags.

h. The Airworthiness Non-Compliances during audit may lead to curtailing of privileges 
and this will depend on the type and impact of the non-conformances.

i. Any violations in airworthiness practices observed during the entire research phase 
will lead to the research flight grounding by TAA. This may also have impact on the 
future airworthiness certifications to be obtained from TAA. 
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j. The emergency checks including failure test case handling procedure for the Air 
System / Airborne Stores shall be ensured.

k. Any major failures / incidents / accidents during research flight shall be reported to 
TAA for investigation.

8.5. trAnsition to AB-initio developMent & CertifiCAtion

The D&D organisation, on successful completion of research phase objectives, may 
opt for transition to ab-initio development and certification as per the provisions of Part-2. 
Chapter-1 Para 1.3.
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CHAPTER 9  
CIVIL CERTIFIED MILITARY  

AIRCRAFT

9.1 introduCtion

Indian Military Services may acquire Civil Certified Transport Category Aircraft for 
various purposes. The applications include VVIP transport, troop movement, installation of 
surveillance equipment etc. The following procedure provisions shall be followed for the 
airworthiness assurance of such Aircraft.

9.2 Airworthiness proCedure

a. If the acquired aircraft is Type Certified by the Civil Certification agency of the country 
of origin and is used by the Military Services and if there are no modifications to the 
certified configuration, then the aircraft shall be inducted, operated and maintained 
by the Services as per the documentation provided by the OEM. All service bulletins 
/ directives issued by the OEM / Civil Certification agency shall be implemented 
during the service life. TAA shall provide airworthiness and certification coverage 
for any modifications and upgradations carried out as per provisions given in Part-2, 
Chapter 4 of this document.

b. If the certified configuration is modified by the OEM of the aircraft for the installation 
of certain military equipment to meet the operational requirements and if the Civil 
Certification agency of the country of origin provides certification coverage and issues 
necessary Supplemental Type Certification (STC) / or equivalent for the modified 
aircraft, the same shall be accepted. If there is no provision for the Civil Certification 
agency of the country of origin to provide coverage for the military modifications, 
either the Military Certification agency of the country of origin or the Indian TAA 
shall be involved in the certification of the modified aircraft. Necessary MoU shall 
be signed between the stakeholders in this regard. Mutual recognition of TAA with 
the Military Certification / QA agencies of other countries will help in expediting the 
certification activities.

c. Airworthiness certification coverage for any subsequent modifications carried out in 
India by a local agency contracted by the OEM of the aircraft / GoI / Services shall 
be provided by the Indian TAA as per provisions given in Part-2, Chapter 4 of this 
document.
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d. The provisions of this chapter shall be applicable even in case of military procurement 
of civil aircraft certified by the Indian Civil Aviation Agency (DGCA).

e. Indian TAA are authorised to provide certifications / QA coverage for all the 
modifications carried out for the Air Systems and Airborne Stores held in the inventory 
or contracted by Indian Military Services / DRDO / other Government Agencies. The 
agencies which are taking up such modifications shall provide necessary information 
to Indian TAA in this regard.
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CHAPTER 10  
EXPORT OF INDIGENOUS AIR 

SYSTEMS AND AIRBORNE STORES

10.1 introduCtion

In some cases for indigenously developed Military Air Systems & Airborne Stores, 
if there is a requirement that these products must possess CEMILAC certification along 
with DGAQA clearance for exports / selling to a foreign country, then the provisions of this 
chapter shall be applicable. 

10.2 CleArAnCes froM Mod
In the case of exports from India to another country, when it is in the interest of 

the Indian Government / MoD, CEMILAC may support the certification of indigenously 
developed Military Air System & Airborne Stores on request. However, necessary 
“approvals” for export of subject item from Ministry of Defence (MoD) shall be obtained 
by the applicant.

10.3 tAA involveMent

TAA support cannot be presumed and shall be supported by a satisfactory agreement 
with TAA to this effect which shall be in place from the beginning of Air System & Airborne 
Stores development.

10.4 ApproACh for tAA ApprovAl

The Main Contractor shall follow the mutually agreed provisions provided in Part-2,  
Chapter 1 for Ab-Initio Development and Production of Air Systems & Airborne Stores to 
obtain approval from TAA to facilitate exports.

10.5 CleArAnCe for operAtion

It is the responsibility of the Main Contractor to obtain the necessary clearances from 
the competent authority of the country for operation of the Air System / Airborne Stores.
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CHAPTER 11 
ORGANISATION APPROVALS

11.1 introduCtion

a. To ensure that, the organisations taking up design, development, production and 
maintenance of Air Systems / Airborne Stores possess the requisite capability to 
meet airworthiness certification requirements while undertaking such activities, 
organisation approval schemes are established. 

b. Three types of organisation approval schemes are proposed. An organisation 
involved in or intending to take up design and development activities of Military 
Air Systems and Airborne Stores shall be assessed through a Design Organisation 
Approval Scheme. Organisations involved in production of Air Systems and Airborne 
Stores shall be assessed through a Production Organisation Approval Scheme. 
Organisations involved in maintenance of Air Systems and Airborne Stores shall be 
assessed through a Maintenance Organisation Approval Scheme. It is necessary that 
the organisation possesses the applicable approvals to undertake respective activities 
with the respective TAA.

c. It is to be noted that the Organisation Approval should not be construed as a factor 
for empowering or facilitating the organisation to bid for a contract, but rather a 
method that establishes that the Organisations have the necessary processes and 
procedures in the relevant domain for the scope, to undertake tasks required by 
Technical Airworthiness Authorities (TAA) towards airworthiness certification. 
An Organisation Approval is an enabler for the organisation’s engagement with 
CEMILAC and DGAQA for seeking airworthiness and certification of the products.

11.2 design orgAnisAtion ApprovAl sCheMe (doAs)

The Design Organisation Approval Scheme (DOAS) is one such means, which 
ensures that the design Organisation has all the processes / procedures, human resources 
and infrastructure for the responsibilities that the Design Organisation has to take towards 
Design, Development, Airworthiness Certification and Continued Airworthiness of Air 
System / Airborne Stores in the identified scope. Two categories of Design Organisation 
Approval Schemes are proposed, namely Air System Design Organisations (ASDO) and 
Store Design Organisations (SDO). Inclusion in DOAS shall empower the DOs to operate 
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the privileges granted by CEMILAC towards certification activities. Approval under 
DOAS is subject to adherence with the established procedures and rules governing the 
responsibilities and privileges for Approved Design Organisations.

a. Air System Design Organisation (ASDO)

ASDOs are organisations involved in Design & Development and Modification of an 
Air System. ASDO shall be responsible for the overall design or through-life configuration 
management of the design of the Air System, and for coordinating the design and integration 
of the Airborne Stores designed by other design organisations.

b. Store Design Organisation (SDO)

SDOs are organisations involved in the Design & Development and Modification 
of Airborne Stores used in an Air System. SDO shall be responsible for the through-life 
configuration management of the designed Airborne Stores.

11.3 proCedure for design orgAnisAtion ApprovAl sCheMe (doAs)

a. Organisations involved in Design & Development and Modification of Air Systems 
leading to MTC / AMTC / SMTC shall have an Air System Design Organisation 
Approval (ASDOA) for the defined scope of work from CEMILAC for carrying out 
such activities for which CEMILAC has been identified as Airworthiness Certification 
Authority.

b. Organisations involved in Design & Development of Airborne Stores leading to 
the issue of Type Approval or IMATSOA shall have a Store Design Organisation 
Approval (SDOA) for the defined scope of work, from CEMILAC under DOAS for 
carrying out such activities for which CEMILAC has been identified as Airworthiness 
Certification Authority.

c. CEMILAC shall accord Initial Airworthiness Approvals for an Air System / Airborne 
Stores to an approved ASDO / SDO under DOAS.

d. The ASDO / SDO shall have a Design Organisation Exposition (DOE) with sufficient 
information on relevant procedures for Design & Development and Modification of 
Air Systems & Airborne Stores that are relevant to the scope of approval sought for 
their operation.

e. The ASDO / SDO shall only operate within the scope of their approved Design 
Organisation Exposition (DOE) as their competence has been assessed by CEMILAC 
and their scope of approval will contain the relevant provisions.
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f. CEMILAC, with technical justification, may issue advisory letter, corrective action 
requirement, warning notice, partial suspension / withdrawal / revocation of the 
design organisation / product approvals as part of enforcement actions to ensure the 
highest level of compliance.

g. If contracts for some design activities are sub-contracted by a Approved Design 
Organisation (ASDO / SDO) to a firm which is not approved by CEMILAC, the 
veracity and integrity of design would have to be verified by the approved ASDO / 
SDO and procedures to establish the same have to be explained in the DOE of ASDO 
/ SDO, before its acceptance by CEMILAC, from airworthiness point of view.

h. Inclusion in DOAS is not an essential pre-requisite for the award of design and 
development contracts for Air Systems / Airborne Stores. In case, any establishment 
of Ministry of Defence places design & development contract on a non-approved 
design organisation, the design organisation approval shall be obtained by the DO at 
the certification stage as mandated by CEMILAC. 

11.4 produCtion orgAnisAtion ApprovAl sCheMe (poAs)

The Production Organisation Approval Scheme (POAS) is a mechanism by which the 
competence of an Organisation to carry out production of Air Systems and Airborne Stores 
is assessed. Two categories of Production Organisation Approval Schemes are proposed, 
namely Air System Production Organisations (ASPO) and Store Production Organisations 
(SPO). Approval under POAS is subject to adherence with the established procedures and 
rules governing the responsibilities and privileges for Approved Production Organisations.

a. Air System Production Organisation (ASPO)

ASPOs are organisations involved in Manufacturing of an Air System. ASPO shall 
be responsible for the overall Manufacturing of the Air System, and for co-coordinating the 
integration of the Airborne Stores manufactured by other organisations.

b. Store Production Organisation (SPO)

SPOs are organisation is involved in Manufacturing of Airborne Stores used in an 
Air System. SPO shall be responsible for the through-life configuration management of the 
produced Airborne Stores during manufacturing.
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11.5 proCedure for produCtion orgAnisAtion ApprovAl sCheMe 
(poAs)

a. Organisations involved in Manufacturing of military Air Systems shall have a Air 
System Production Organisation approval (ASPOA) from DGAQA under POAS 
for carrying out such activities for which DGAQA has been identified as Quality 
Assurance Authority.

b. DGAQA shall issue Signal Out Certificate for an Air System only to a Production 
Approved ASPO. 

c. Organisations involved in Manufacturing and Repair of Airborne Stores used in 
an Air System shall have a Store Production Organisation Approval (SPOA) from 
DGAQA under POAS for carrying out such activities for which DGAQA has been 
identified as Quality Assurance Authority.

d. The ASPO / SPO shall have a Production Organisation Exposition (POE) / Handbook 
with sufficient information on relevant procedures for Manufacturing and Repair of 
Air Systems & Airborne Stores that are relevant to the terms of approval sought for 
their operation. 

e. The ASPO / SPO shall only operate within the scope of their approved Production 
Organisation Exposition (POE) / Handbook as their competence has been assessed 
by the DGAQA and their terms of approval will contain the relevant provisions.

f. DGAQA, with technical justification, may issue advisory letter, corrective action 
requirement, warning notice, partial suspension / withdrawal of approvals and 
approval revocation to the approved organisations as part of enforcement actions to 
ensure the highest level of compliance with approved requirements.

11.6 MAintenAnCe orgAnisAtion ApprovAl sCheMe (MoAs)

There are two types of maintenance organisations, namely Air System Maintenance 
Organisations (ASMO), and Store Maintenance Organisations (SMO) involved in 
maintenance of Air Systems and Airborne Stores respectively. The Maintenance 
Organisation Approval Scheme (MOAS) is a mechanism by which the competence of 
an organisation can be assessed. Approval under MOAS is subject to adherence with the 
established procedures and rules governing the responsibilities and privileges for Approved 
Maintenance Organisations. A military-run maintenance organisation (MMO) does not 
require a MOAS approval to maintain military registered Air Systems or Airborne Stores, 
but compliance to the various servicing schedules and maintenance procedure is to be 
ensured by Service HQ under the management of the relevant Continuing Airworthiness 
Management Organisation (CAMO).
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a. Air System Maintenance Organisation (ASMO)

ASMOs are organisations involved in the maintenance of an Air System. ASMO 
shall be responsible for the overall maintenance of the Air System, and for co-coordinating 
the overhauling & maintenance of the Airborne Stores maintained by other organisations.

b. Store Maintenance Organisation (SMO)

SMOs are organisations involved in Maintenance of Airborne Stores used in an Air 
System. SMO shall be responsible for the through-life configuration management of the 
maintenance of Airborne Stores installed in an Air System.

11.7 proCedure for MAintenAnCe orgAnisAtion ApprovAl sCheMe 
(MoAs)

a. Organisations other than Military Services involved in maintenance of Military Air 
Systems shall have an Air System Maintenance Organisation approval (ASMOA) 
from DGAQA under MOAS for carrying out such activities for which DGAQA has 
been identified as Quality Assurance Authority.

b. Organisations involved in maintenance of Airborne Stores used in an Air System 
shall have a Store Maintenance Organisation Approval (SMOA) from DGAQA 
under MOAS for carrying out such activities for which DGAQA has been identified 
as Quality Assurance Authority.

c. The ASMO / SMO shall have a Maintenance Organisation Exposition (MOE) / 
Handbook with sufficient information on relevant procedures for maintenance 
& overhauling of Air Systems & Airborne Stores that are relevant to the terms of 
approval sought for their operation. 

d. The ASMO / SMO shall only operate within the scope of their approved Maintenance 
Organisation Exposition (MOE) / Handbook as their competence has been assessed 
by the DGAQA and their terms of approval will contain the relevant provisions.

e. DGAQA shall issue Signal Out Certificate for an Air System only to a Maintenance 
Approved ASMO. 

f. DGAQA, with technical justification, may issue advisory letter, corrective action 
requirement, warning notice, partial suspension / withdrawal of approvals and 
approval revocation to the approved organisations as part of enforcement actions to 
ensure the highest level of compliance with approved requirements.
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CHAPTER 12  
INDIGENOUS SUBSTITUTION OF 

AIRBORNE STORES

12.1 introduCtion

a. Indigenous Substitution mainly deals with development, prototyping, testing, 
evaluation and clearance of an Airborne Store / TTGE as a replacement of the existing 
Airborne Store / TTGE procured from foreign sources. 

b. Substitution of an indigenously ab-initio developed Airborne Store with another 
indigenous Airborne Store shall be treated as an ab-initio development and handled 
in accordance with the procedure provisions given in Part-2, Chapter 1 on ab-initio 
developed Airborne Stores. 

c. For the purpose of indigenous substitution, sub assemblies also shall be treated as an 
Airborne Store and shall be handled using these procedure provisions. 

d. Indigenization of complete Air Systems shall be treated as an ab-initio development 
and handled in accordance with the provisions provided in Part-2, Chapter 1.

12.2 generAl provisions

a. Indigenous substitution process should ensure that functionality, safety, and reliability 
of the indigenized Airborne Store is adequately verified and validated according to 
the airworthiness standards applicable.

b. Use of COTS elements and Standard parts not only significantly reduces the 
developmental efforts but also provides many benefits during the life cycle of Air 
Systems and Airborne Stores. When such non developmental items are used, due 
considerations shall be given by all the relevant stakeholders so as to ensure that 
these elements / parts do not impact the technical and operational airworthiness.

c. On obtaining necessary approvals, indigenized item has to be listed as main item in 
the Standard of Preparation (SOP) of the Air System / Airborne Stores on which the 
indigenized store has to be used.
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12.3 indigenizAtion AgenCies 

Indigenous substitution can be taken up by any agency i.e, Public Sector, Private 
Sector, Government Agencies or the organisations within the User Services such as 
BRDs, other IAF Depots, NAYs, Army Base Workshops etc., henceforth referred to as the 
Indigenization Agencies.

12.4 responsiBilities of indigenizAtion AgenCies

a. The Indigenization Agency shall be responsible for design, development and 
production of the indigenized Airborne Stores. In case, some of these activities are 
achieved by way of sub-contracting to suitable vendors, the Indigenization Agency 
shall ensure that the vendors comply with the airworthiness certification requirements. 
Towards this, provisions related to airworthiness certification requirements shall be 
necessarily finalised during the initial stages of the procurement and included in the 
RFP.

b. The Indigenization Agency shall handle all the issues related to the Intellectual 
Property Rights (IPR).

c. The Indigenization Agency shall ensure that, wherever specific requirements in the 
form of Specifications / Qualitative Requirements / Service Requirements for the 
Airborne Store to be indigenized have been issued by the User Services, the same are 
taken into consideration.

d. The Indigenization Agency shall ensure the availability of necessary test facilities at 
all the applicable levels.

e. The Indigenization Agency shall identify the AHSP for the Airborne Stores, if 
applicable.

f. Indigenization agency shall forward the list of indigenized items to TAA at regular 
intervals.

12.5 loCAl type CertifiCAtion CoMMittee (ltCC)

a. LTCC shall be constituted by CEMILAC for the Indigenization Agency. The LTCC 
shall have relevant stakeholders to assess & categorize the criticality of the Airborne 
Store to be indigenized. 
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b. LTCC shall classify Airborne Stores as Critical and Non-Critical as per the following: 

i.  Critical: Airborne Store, whose failure / malfunctioning endangers the safety 
of the Air System / flight crew or results in aborting the mission is termed as a 
critical Airborne Store.

ii. Non-Critical: Airborne Store, which is not classified as critical, is termed as 
non-critical Airborne Store. 

12.5.1 CleArAnCe proCedure for CritiCAl AirBorne stores

The Airborne Stores, identified as critical by the LTCC, shall broadly follow the 
activities leading to clearance of the Airborne Stores as per Part-2, Chapter 1 applicable 
to ab-initio development of Airborne Stores with QA coverage by DGAQA / QA agency 
of User Services. This certification procedure can be suitably tailored in concurrence with 
TAA for its effective application for indigenously substituted Airborne Stores. 

12.5.2  CleArAnCe proCedure for non-CritiCAl AirBorne stores

a. For the Airborne Stores identified as non-critical by the LTCC, the airworthiness 
certification coverage shall be as follows:

i. The indigenization agency shall put up the detailed plan for indigenization 
including technical specification and development plan to the LTCC for 
review and ratification. Self-approvals of test plan and procedures as well as 
QA requirements shall be enabled by LTCC for Non-Critical Airborne Stores 
subject to test adequacy being ensured.

ii. On completion of the activities, the indigenization agency shall submit the test 
results and compliance reports to LTCC for clearance. 

b. For indigenous substitution of non-critical Airborne Stores, identified based on the 
criticality classification by LTCC, and development of TTGEs by the User Services 
organisations, the respective service HQ may designate appropriate authorities within 
these organisations who can provide the necessary coverage including clearance. The 
clearance by the competent authority within the services shall be treated as final.
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12.6 issuAnCe of CleArAnCes

Airworthiness clearance for the non-critical Airborne Stores shall be issued by the 
LTCC through the Minutes of Meeting (MoM). The clearance for critical Airborne Stores 
shall be issued by CEMILAC.

12.7 produCtion

a. The indigenization Agency shall produce the Airborne Store as per the Standard of 
Preparation released as a part of the clearance process. 

b. Quality Assurance aspects during production shall be ensured by the identified QA 
authority.

c. Periodic Qualification  Test (PQT) / Acceptance Tests: The indigenization Agency 
shall conduct the necessary tests (PQT & AT), as applicable on the Airborne Store 
produced with the involvement of relevant stakeholders.

d. Production Deviations: Deviations in the production shall be addressed through a 
Non-Conformance Review Process (NCRP). 

e. Modifications: Modifications to the approved SOP shall be handled through a 
Configuration Change Process (CCP) with relevant stakeholders by the indigenization 
Agency. Procedure for modifications during production and in-service phase is 
addressed in Part-2, Chapter 4 of this document.

12.8 withdrAwAl of CleArAnCe

If the conditions of clearance of the indigenously substituted Airborne Stores are not 
satisfied or the field performance as per the feedback provided by Users is not satisfactory, 
the clearance issued earlier may be withdrawn by LTCC after due technical justification and 
investigation with the indigenization Agency.
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APPENDIX-A

ABBREVIATIONS
AA  -  -  -  -  -  Army Aviation
AATT -  -  -  -  Army Aviation Test Team
ACAS -  -  -  -  Assistant Chief of Air Staff
ACNS -  -  -  -   Assistant Chief of Naval Staff 
ACP   -  -  -  -   Airworthiness Certification Plan
ADA   -  -  -  -   Aeronautical Development Agency
ADG   -   -   -   -   Additional Director General
AFQMS  -   -   -   Approval of a Firm and its Quality Management System
AHSP -  -  -  -  Authority Holding Sealed Particulars
ALGM   -  -  -   Air Launched Guided Munition 
ALM   -   -   -   -   Air Launched Missile
AMC   -   -   -   -   Acceptable Means of Compliance
AMTC    -  -  -   Amended Military Type Certificate
ASDO -  -  -  -   Air System Design Organisation 
ASDOA  -   -   -   Air System Design Organisation Approval
ASMO    -  -  -   Air System Maintenance Organisation
ASMOA  -  -  -  Air System Maintenance Organisation Approval
ASPO -  -  -  -  Air System Production Organisation
ASPOA   -  -  -   Air System Production Organisation Approval
ASR   -  -  -  -   Air Staff Requirements
ASTE  -  -  -  -  Aircraft and Systems Testing Establishment
ATC   -  -  -  -   Air Traffic Control
ATP-  -  -  -  -   Acceptance Test Procedure
AUW  -   -   -   -   All Up Weight
BEL   -  -  -  -   Bharat Electronics Limited
BNE   -  -  -  -   Buyer Nominated Equipment
BRD   -  -  -  -   Base Repair Depot
CAMO   -  -  -   Continuing Airworthiness Management Organisation
CCP   -  -  -  -   Configuration Change Process 
CEMILAC  -   -   Centre for Military Airworthiness and Certification
CFE    -  -  -  -   Customer Furnished Equipment 
CGAIS   -  -  -    Coast Guard Aeronautical Inspection Service 
CMDS    -  -  -   Counter Measure Dispensing System
CoA    -  -  -  -   Certificate of Airworthiness
CoC    -  -  -  -   Certificate of Conformity 
CoD   -  -  -  -   Certificate of Design
CONOPS    -  -   Concept of Operations
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COTS -  -  -  -  Commercial Off-The Shelf
CQA (IAF)  -   -   Chief Quality Assurance (IAF)
CQSP -  -  -  -   Common Quality Surveillance Plan
CRPO -  -  -  -  Chief Research and  Project Officer
CR&J  -  -  -  -  Carriage Release and Jettison
CSDO -  -  -  -  Central Servicing Development Organisation
CSE    -  -  -  -   Customer Specified Equipment
CSIR   -   -   -   -   Council for Scientific and Industrial Research
CSU   -  -  -  -   Clearance for Service Use
CTP    -  -  -  -   Chief Test Pilot
DAP   -  -  -  -   Defence Acquisition Procedure
D&D   -   -   -   -   Design and Development
DDG   -   -   -   -   Deputy Director General
DFC   -  -  -  -   Development Flight Clearance
DG  -  -  -  -  -  Director General
DGAQA  -  -  -  Directorate General of Aeronautical Quality Assurance
DGCA    -  -  -   Directorate General of Civil Aviation
DOA   -  -  -  -   Design Organisation Approval
DOAS -  -  -  -   Design Organisation Approval Scheme
DOE   -  -  -  -   Design Organisation Exposition
DPSU -  -  -  -  Defence Public Sector Undertaking 
DPM   -   -   -   -   Defence Procurement Manual
DRCL  -   -   -       Designer Research Capability Level
DRDO    -  -  -   Defence Research and Development Organisation
ECS    -  -  -  -   Electronics and Communication System
ESOP  -   -   -   -   Equipment Standard of Preparation
FC   -   -   -   -   -   Flight Clearance
FCC   -  -  -  -   Flight Clearance Certificate
FOC   -  -  -  -   Final Operational Clearance
FOL    -  -  -  -   Fuel Oils and Lubricants
FONA -  -  -  -        Flag Officer Naval Aviation
FPCM -   -   -   -  Flight Program Clearance Memo
FQT   -  -  -  -   Full Qualification Tests
FRRB  -  -  -  -  Flight Readiness Review Board 
GoI -  -  -  -  -  Government of India
GOS   -  -  -  -   Ground Operating System
GSQR -  -  -  -  General Staff Qualitative Requirements
GSS    -  -  -  -   Ground Support System
HAL   -  -  -  -   Hindustan Aeronautics Limited
HQ  -  -  -  -  -  Head Quarters
IA   -  -  -  -  -   Indian Army
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IAF -  -  -  -  -   Indian Air Force
ICG -   -   -   -  -    Indian Coast Guard
ICGSQR -  -  -  Indian Coast Guard Staff Qualitative Requirements
IDDM -  -  -  -  Indigenously Designed Developed & Manufactured
IMATSO -  -  -  Indian Military Aviation Technical Standard Order
IMATSOA   -   -   Indian Military Aviation Technical Standard Order Approval
IMTAR   -  -  -   Indian Military Technical Airworthiness Requirements
IN   -  -  -  -  -   Indian Navy
IOC    -  -  -  -   Initial Operational Clearance
IPR -  -  -  -  -   Intellectual Property Rights
JAC    -  -  -  -   Joint Airworthiness Committee
JRI  -  -  -  -  -  Joint Receipt Inspection
JSQR  -   -   -   -   Joint Services Qualitative Requirements
LCC   -  -  -  -   Local Concession Committee
LMC   -   -   -   -   Local Modification Committee
LoA    -  -  -  -   Letter of Approval
LQT   -  -  -  -   Limited Qualification Tests
LRU   -  -  -  -   Line Replaceable Unit
LTC    -  -  -  -   Local Technical Committee
LTCC  -  -  -  -  Local Type Certification Committee
MAG (Avn) -  -   Maintainability Advisory Group (Aviation)
MDI   -  -  -  -   Master Drawing Index
MIDHANI   -   -   Mishra Dhatu Nigam Limited 
MMO  -  -  -  -  Military-run Maintenance Organisation
MOA  -   -   -   -   Maintenance Organisation Approval
MOAA  -  -  -  -    Minimum One Airworthiness Audit 
MOAS   -  -  -  -   Maintenance Organisation Approval Scheme
MoCA   -  -  -  -    Ministry of Civil Aviation
MoD   -  -  -  -   Ministry of Defence
MOE   -   -   -   -   Maintenance Organisation Exposition
MoM   -   -   -   -   Minutes of Meeting
MoU   -  -  -  -   Memorandum of Understanding
MSS   -  -  -  -   Missile & Strategic Systems
MTC   -   -   -   -   Military Type Certificate
NAL   -  -  -  -   National Aerospace Laboratories 
NASDO  -   -   -   Naval Aircraft Servicing and Development Organisation
NAQAS  -   -   -   Naval Aeronautical Quality Assurance Service
NAY   -  -  -  -   Naval Aircraft Yard
NCRB -  -  -  -   Non Conformance Review Board
NCRP -  -  -  -  Non Conformance Review Process
NFTC  -  -  -  -        National Flight Test Centre
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NFTS  -  -  -  -  Naval Flight Test Squadron
NSQR -  -  -  -  Naval Staff Qualitative Requirements
OEM   -   -   -   -   Original Equipment Manufacturer
ORDAQA   -  -   Office of Regional Director, Aeronautical Quality Assurance
PAT -  -  -  -  -   Production Acceptance Test
PATP   -   -   -   -   Production Acceptance Test Plan
PC  -   -   -   -   -   Provisional Clearance
PDI -  -  -  -  -   Pre-Dispatch Inspection
POA   -  -  -  -   Production Organisation Approval
POAS -  -  -  -  Production Organisation Approval Scheme
POE   -  -  -  -   Production Organisation Exposition
PQT   -  -  -  -   Periodic Qualification Test
PSU-  -  -  -  -   Public Sector Undertaking
QA  -  -  -  -  -  Quality Assurance
QAP   -  -  -  -   Quality Assurance Plan
QAS   -  -  -  -   Quality Assurance Service
QCI    -  -  -  -   Quality Council of India
QTP   -  -  -  -   Qualification Test Procedure
RAQAS  -   -   -   Regional Aeronautical Quality Assurance Service
RAS   -  -  -  -   Research Air System / Airborne Store
RCMA    -  -  -   Regional Centre for Military Airworthiness
RFP    -  -  -  -   Request for Proposal
RSD   -  -  -  -   Release to Service Document
RMTC    -  -  -   Restricted Military Type Certificate
SB  -   -   -   -   -   Service Bulletin
SCRB -  -  -  -  System Certification Review Board
SDO   -   -   -   -       Store Design Organisation
SDOA -  -  -  -       Store Design Organisation Approval
SI   -  -  -  -  -   Servicing Instructions
SMO   -   -   -   -       Store Maintenance Organisation
SMOA    -  -  -       Store Maintenance Organisation Approval
SMTC -  -  -  -   Supplemental Military Type Certificate
SOC   -  -  -  -   Signal Out Certificate
SOE   -  -  -  -   Standard of Equipment
SOFT  -  -  -  -  Safety of Flight Tests
SOP    -  -  -  -   Standard of Preparation
SPO    -  -  -  -       Store Production Organisation
SPOA -  -  -  -       Store Production Organisation Approval
SQR   -  -  -  -   Staff Qualitative Requirements
SSA    -  -  -  -   System Safety Assessment
STI -  -  -  -  -  Special Technical Instruction
TA  -   -   -   -   -   Type Approval
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TAA   -  -  -  -   Technical Airworthiness Authorities
TAB   -  -  -  -   Type Approval Basis
TARB -  -  -  -      Test Adequacy Review Board 
TCB   -  -  -  -   Type Certification Basis
TCDS -  -  -  -  Type Certificate Data Sheet
TC&PI   -  -  -   Technical Coordination & Public Interface
TRL   -  -  -  -   Technology Readiness Level
ToT -  -  -  -  -   Transfer of Technology
TTGE -  -  -  -  Tools, Testers and Ground Equipment
UAS   -  -  -  -   Unmanned Aircraft System
UAV   -  -  -  -   Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 
UON   -   -   -   -   Urgent Operating Notice
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DEFINITIONS
ACCeptABle MeAns of CoMpliAnCe (AMC)
AMC represents the preferred means by which the Technical Airworthiness Authorities 
(TAA) expect the intended requirement / criteria to be met.

Air systeM

Air Systems include fixed or rotary wing Aircraft, Unmanned Aircraft, Air Launched 
Missiles and Aero Engines.

AirBorne stores

Airborne Stores include all Parts & Appliances and their software, Airborne General Stores, 
Propeller, Aero Materials, Air Armaments, Crew Personal Protection Equipment, Fuel Oil 
Lubricants (FOL), Parachutes etc, used in an Air System.

Air ArMAMent 
Air Armament is a type of Airborne Stores. Air Armament includes air-dropped bombs 
(including smart bombs), rockets and similar air dropped weapons. This definition covers 
both live and inert variants of the Air Armament. Counter measure dispensing systems, 
Air-dropped torpedoes, depth charges, sonobuoys, rescue boats and similar items which are 
deployed from Air Systems are included as Air Armament.

Air lAunChed Missiles (AlMs) 
ALMs are defined as those missiles which are required to be carried, released and jettisoned 
(CR&J) from a military airborne platform. This definition covers both live and inert variants 
of the ALMs. Air Launched Missiles are characterized by own propulsion system and 
guidance system. ALM is an Air System unlike air armament which is an Airborne Store. 

Airworthiness

Airworthiness is the continued capability of the Military Air Systems and Airborne Stores 
to perform satisfactorily and fulfil mission requirements, throughout the specified life in the 
specified environments with acceptable levels of safety and reliability. The acceptable levels 
are to be mutually agreed between Users, Main Contractor and Technical Airworthiness 
Authorities.

Airworthiness CertifiCAtion plAn (ACp)
ACP is a document that brings out the details towards compliance to the agreed Type 
Certification Basis (TCB) / Type Approval Basis (TAB) of the Air System / Airborne Stores 
and the level and stage of  involvement of TAA and other stakeholders at various stages of 
the development.

Airworthiness CertifiCAtion CriteriA

It is a foundational and a guidance document that contains the relevant standards / tailored 
standards / codes to be used by the Main Contractors to define their Air Systems and 
Airborne Stores airworthiness certification basis.
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Airworthiness non-CoMpliAnCes

The non-compliances of the requirements given in the Airworthiness Certification Plan 
(ACP) viz, test, analysis, reports, simulation etc.

Airworthiness violAtion

The violation of the general airworthiness practices.

Air systeM design orgAnisAtion (Asdo)
ASDOs are organisations involved in design & development and modification of an Air 
System. ASDO shall be responsible for the overall design or through-life configuration 
management of the design of the Air System, and for co-coordinating the design and 
integration of the Airborne Stores designed by other design organisations.

Air systeM MAintenAnCe orgAnisAtion (AsMo)
ASMOs are organisations involved in the maintenance of an Air System. ASMO shall 
be responsible for the overall maintenance of the Air System, and for co-ordinating the 
overhauling & maintenance of the Airborne Stores maintained by other organisations.

Air systeM produCtion orgAnisAtion (Aspo)
ASPOs are organisations involved in manufacturing of an Air System. ASPO shall be 
responsible for the overall manufacturing of the Air System, and for integration of the 
Airborne Stores manufactured by other organisations. 

AMended MilitAry type CertifiCAte (AMtC)
AMTC is an approval of a change to a Type design / Military Type Certificate, carried out 
by the Type Certificate Holder / Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM). 

AppliCAnt 
An organisation seeking Airworthiness Approvals / Clearances / Certificates or Organisation 
Approvals from TAA.

Authority holding seAled pArtiCulArs (Ahsp)
AHSP is the authority responsible for collecting, collating, developing, updating, holding 
and supplying sealed particulars of the defence items in accordance with the laid down 
procedure. AHSP for aviation stores is being held by various Main Contractors,  DGAQA, 
DRDO labs, individual Services for different aviation stores. 

CertifiCAte of Airworthiness (CoA)
CoA is the formal document issued by competent authority to certify that an Air System is 
airworthy. Every individual Aircraft has to gain its own Certificate of Airworthiness which 
is achieved when it can be shown to conform to the Type Design and is in a condition for 
safe operation. 

CertifiCAte of design (Cod)
CoD is the declaration by the authorized personnel of the Main Contractor that the system 
/ subsystem / Airborne Store complies with all the requirements laid down in the technical 
specification with the exceptions quoted therein.
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CleArAnCe for serviCe use (Csu)
CSU is an approval by CEMILAC for use of an Airborne Store by the User Services. CSU 
shall be the basis for operation of the Airborne Store by the services. Maintenance manuals, 
manuals on TTGE, and all other documents / training requirements required for ensuring 
the continuing airworthiness shall be referred in the CSU.

Continued Airworthiness

All processes to be carried out to verify that the conditions under which the initial 
airworthiness approvals have been granted, continue to be fulfiled at any time during its 
period of validity. This includes all upgrades / modifications to the in-service Air System to 
enhance its usefulness & capability and to also address obsolescence / life extension.

Continuing Airworthiness 
All of the processes ensuring that, at any time in its operating life, an Air System and the 
Airborne Store complies with the airworthiness requirements in force and is in a condition 
for safe operation. This includes following the prescribed scheduled maintenance practices, 
implementing the servicing & technical instructions and daily inspections practices to 
ensure that the Air System is airworthy for operations. 

Continuing Airworthiness MAnAgeMent orgAnisAtion (CAMo)
Servicing / maintenance management organisation / department / mechanism within the 
Air Systems operator’s organisational structure to track, monitor and manage the servicing 
/ maintenance related activities of the Air Systems to ensure their continuing airworthiness.

ConCurrent CertifiCAtion 
Concurrent Certification is an approach where TAA are associated with a project, from the 
beginning of the project through all stages of development i.e., from the requirement stage, 
the design, development, test and evaluation process, so that the certification activities are 
progressed concurrently with the design and development. 

delegAted tAA 
Identified personnel in the Airworthiness Group & Internal QA Group of D&D organisation 
authorised by CEMILAC and DGAQA to perform the roles of TAA under Research Air 
Systems / Airborne Stores (RAS) phase.

designer reseArCh CApABility level (drCl)
This is the capability of the organisation with respect to research and design & development 
of Air System / Airborne Store.

design orgAnisAtion ApprovAl (doA)
An approval given to a design organisation under Design Organisation Approval Scheme 
(DOAS) of CEMILAC.
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design orgAnisAtion ApprovAl sCheMe (doAs)
The Design Organisation Approval Scheme (DOAS) is a means which ensures that the Design 
Organisation has all the processes / procedures, human resources and infrastructure for the 
responsibilities that the Design Organisation has to take towards Design, Development, 
Airworthiness Certification and Continued Airworthiness of Air System / Airborne Stores 
in the identified scope. 

developMent flight CleArAnCe (dfC) 
DFC is an approval given to an Airborne Store for integration onto an Air System to carry 
out development flight trials. 

fAilure reporting AnAlysis And CorreCtive ACtion systeM (frACAs)
FRACAS is a system, that provides a process for reporting, classifying, analysing failures 
and planning corrective actions in response to those failures.

finAl operAtionAl CleArAnCe (foC) 
Clearance issued by CEMILAC to an Air System for regular operations by the Services, 
when a type design has complied with and demonstrated all of the User requirements and 
the requirements of design and safety.

flight CleArAnCe CertifiCAte (fCC)
FCC is an approval given to an Air System and is an authorization for the flight test agency 
to carry out development flight trials within the listed system / operating limitations and 
cleared envelopes. 

flight test AgenCy of the respeCtive user serviCes

Flight Test Agency within the services, that is authorized by the Service HQ to carry out 
flight testing of Air System / Airborne Stores for the Services, such as ASTE, NFTS, AATT, 
etc,. herein referred to as the flight test agency of the respective User Services.

flight test plAn

A flight test plan typically defines the flight testing requirements for a particular phase of 
flight, including objectives, Air System, trial dates, venue, pre-requisites, SOP, configuration, 
tests to be conducted, environment, support and instrumentation needs. Flight Test Plans 
are prepared for important phases of flight tests.

flight test sChedule

A flight test schedule is like a flight test plan at individual sortie level. It contains details 
of specific tests to be conducted during the sortie. Flight Test Schedule includes Taxi Test 
Schedule also, which is intended for taxi tests.

flight test speCifiCAtion

Flight test specification is the flight test demonstration requirements for an Air System 
/ Airborne Stores that are to be verified through flight tests towards compliance of 
requirements in TCB / TAB. These are a set of tests that have to be successfully flown to 
comply with TCB / TAB. 
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flying progrAM

Flying Program as envisaged in this document is the set of requirements (SOP, configuration, 
fuel, etc.) necessary for preparation of the aircraft, as provided by the Flight Test Agency

indiAn MilitAry AviAtion teChniCAl stAndArd order (iMAtso)
An IMATSO is a minimum performance standard / specification issued by CEMILAC 
for specified Airborne Stores to be used on Military Air Systems. Airborne Stores with 
IMATSO approval are eligible for use on any Air System, provided the IMATSO standard 
meets the Air System requirements. 

indiAn MilitAry AviAtion teChniCAl stAndArd order ApprovAl (iMAtsoA)
An approval given to an Airborne Store that meets the relevant IMATSO standard / 
specification. However, an IMATSOA, by itself, is not an authorization for installation on 
any Air System. 

indiAn MilitAry teChniCAl Airworthiness requireMents (iMtAr)
IMTAR document provides the technical airworthiness requirements applicable during 
design, development, production and certification of Military Air Systems and Airborne 
Stores. Compliance to these requirements shall be the basis for TAA to issue necessary 
clearances / approvals / certificates.

initiAl operAtionAl CleArAnCe (ioC)
Clearance issued to an Air System by CEMILAC with restrictions of intended use for 
operations by the Services, when a type design has complied and demonstrated most of 
the requirements of design and safety, wherein it has been assessed that the non-complied 
requirements have no impact on the safety of the Air System. The restrictions are due to 
non-compliance to some of the User requirements.

initiAl Airworthiness ApprovAl

The approval issued by CEMILAC for the initial type design. Initial Airworthiness Approval 
includes, Military Type Certificate (MTC), Restricted Military Type Certificate (RMTC), 
Release to Service Document (RSD), Type Approval, Clearance for Service Use (CSU), 
Indian Military Aviation Technical Standard Order Approval (IMATSOA) and Letter of 
Approval (LoA).

inspeCtion note / forM q423
Each and every produced and released aeronautical equipment or Airborne Stores is 
accompanied with an Inspection Note / Form Q423 issued by DGAQA, stating satisfactory 
inspection of the equipment or Airborne Stores.

letter of ApprovAl (loA)
LoA is an approval given to a class of Airborne Stores like Materials, Electronic modules, 
finished parts and other items that are not covered under Type Approval or IMATSOA.
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liCensee

The organisation to whom the license to produce an Air System / Airborne Stores has been 
conferred upon by the licensor. 

liCensor

The Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) of the Air System / Airborne Stores, issuing 
the license for production, is referred to as the Licensor.

loCAl ConCession CoMMittee (lCC)
LCC is a technical committee for discussions on the non-compliance of modifications and 
Service Instructions. LCC is chaired by CEMILAC and shall have members from DGAQA, 
design, production planning department, quality department of the Main Contractor firm 
and User representatives.

loCAl ModifiCAtion CoMMittee (lMC)
LMC is a forum for technical discussions and associated aspects of introduction and 
applicability of modifications. It is constituted by the Government. LMC shall be chaired by 
CEMILAC, with members from maintenance organisation of the respective User Services, 
Service Headquarters, DGAQA, Main Contractor's representatives in Design, Production 
Engineering, Methods Engineering and Quality Control. Wherever flight testing is involved, 
flight testing agency representative may also be a co-opted member. LMC chairman may 
constitute LTC for technical evaluation of modification.

loCAl teChniCAl CoMMittee (ltC)
LTC is a sub-committee constituted by the chairman of the LMC, to technically evaluate the 
modifications in the absence of detailed information and documentation from the licensor 
or the OEM. LTC shall give its recommendations to the LMC.

loCAl type CertifiCAtion CoMMittee (ltCC)
LTCC is a committee to technically discuss the indigenization aspects of identified Airborne 
Stores. It is chaired by CEMILAC with members from, department of indigenization, the  
Design & Quality departments of Main Contractor, DGAQA and User Services. Wherever 
flight testing is involved, flight testing agency representative may also be a co-opted 
member.

MAin ContrACtor 
Main Contractor is the development / modification / production agency who is entrusted 
with the total responsibility for development / modification / production / delivery and 
follow on support of the Air System / Airborne Stores. When multiple agencies are involved, 
the respective roles and responsibilities may be defined in an agreement / MoU among the 
agencies involved. Where there is no ambiguity or when used in a generic sense, the term 
Main Contractor is used throughout this document.
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MAintenAnCe orgAnisAtion (Mo)
MOs are organisations involved in maintenance of Air Systems and Airborne Stores used in 
an Air System. MO shall be responsible for the through-life configuration management of 
the maintenance of Air Systems and Airborne Stores installed in an Air System.

MAintenAnCe orgAnisAtion ApprovAl (MoA)
An approval given to an organisation competent to carry out maintenance of Air Systems 
or Airborne Stores.

MAintenAnCe orgAnisAtion ApprovAl sCheMe (MoAs)
MOAS is a mechanism by which the competence of an organisation to undertake 
maintenance of Air System and Airborne Stores can be assessed.

MAintenAnCe orgAnisAtions of the respeCtive user serviCes

Organisations within the Services, that are authorized by the Service HQ to perform 
the servicing development related activities of the Air System / Airborne Stores for the 
Services, such as CSDO, NASDO, MAG (Avn), etc. herein referred to as the Maintenance 
Organisations of the respective User Services.

MilitAry AirCrAft

Military Aircraft includes Army, Navy, Air Force and Coast Guard aircraft, and every Aircraft 
commanded by personnel of the Armed Services. These include Fixed or Rotary Wing 
Aircraft, Piloted or Remotely Piloted Aircraft during development or during operations for 
military use, registered or intended to be registered with Ministry of Defence.

MilitAry type CertifiCAte (MtC)
MTC is a certificate that the Air System of a particular type design complies with all the 
agreed Design, Safety and Airworthiness requirements.

MilitAry type CertifiCAte holder

The ASDO to whom the Military Type Certificate (MTC / RMTC) is awarded is the Military 
Type Certificate Holder.

originAl equipMent MAnufACturer (oeM) 
The original equipment manufacturer is the original and the only firm manufacturing the 
specified Air System / Airborne Stores of a specific make, as distinguished from the stockist 
/ distributors or suppliers of such items / equipment and no other manufacturer exists for 
that item. 

offiCe of regionAl direCtor AeronAutiCAl quAlity AssurAnCe (ordAqA)
ORDAQA is a field unit of DGAQA which progresses, on behalf of DGAQA, all aspects 
of quality assurance of the Air Systems / Airborne Stores during design & development, 
production and in-service phase.
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produCtion orgAnisAtion (po)
POs are organisations involved in manufacturing and repair of Air Systems and Airborne 
Stores that are used in an Air System. PO shall be responsible for the through-life 
configuration management of the Air Systems and Airborne Stores produced and installed 
in an Air System.

produCtion orgAnisAtion ApprovAl (poA)
An approval given to an organisation as competent to carry out manufacture and repair of 
Air Systems or Airborne Stores.

produCtion orgAnisAtion ApprovAl sCheMe (poAs)
POAS is a mechanism by which the competence of an organisation to undertake manufacture 
and repair of Air System and Airborne Stores can be assessed.

provisionAl CleArAnCe

A provisional clearance is issued to an Airborne Store for a limited period, pending issue 
of Type Approval / LoA by CEMILAC. A provisional clearance is issued to the effect 
that the Airborne Store under development meets all the laid down specifications and test 
requirements with the exceptions stated therein. 

quAlity AssurAnCe plAn (qAp)
QAP is a document that details the quality assurance related activities throughout the 
design & development, production and maintenance of the Air System and Airborne Stores 
with the involvement of DGAQA and the QA departments of the Main Contractor / User 
Services and approved by DGAQA.

quAlity AssurAnCe depArtMents of the user serviCes

The departments within the respective User Services, that perform the Quality Assurance 
activities for the Services, such as NAQAS, RAQAS, CGAIS, CQA, QAS  etc, herein 
referred to as the Quality Assurance department of the respective User Services.

regionAl Centre for MilitAry Airworthiness (rCMA)
RCMA is a field unit of CEMILAC which progresses, on behalf of CEMILAC, all aspects 
of technical clearance of the Air Systems / Airborne Stores during design and development, 
production and in-service phase. 

reCognition

Recognition is a structured process by which Indian TAA can evaluate foreign National 
Airworthiness Authorities (counterpart of CEMILAC and DGAQA) and assess the potential 
to use their certification approvals for Indian Military applications. Recognition can be 
undertaken on a reciprocal basis, known as ‘mutual’, or on a unilateral / multilateral basis. 
It can also be in the form of a bilateral agreement.

releAse to serviCe doCuMent (rsd)
Document issued by CEMILAC to the User Services during IOC or FOC of an Air System 
that authorizes regular flying by the User Services within the stipulated limitations and 
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cleared envelopes. RSD is to be issued before or along with the delivery of the first Air 
System to the User Services which is produced to the production standard and is issued 
with the SOC by DGAQA

restriCted MilitAry type CertifiCAte (rMtC)
When an Air System has not completely demonstrated compliance to the design and safety 
requirements, wherein it has been assessed that the non-complied requirements have no 
impact on air safety, a RMTC can be issued for a provisional period until the Type Design 
can be demonstrated to be accurate and complete.

sAfety of flight tests (soft)
An abridged version of the qualification tests for a non-safety critical Airborne Store, 
sufficient enough to establish confidence in the safety of a few development flights, for 
the purpose of data gathering to facilitate further developmental activities. Development 
Flight Clearance will be issued by CEMILAC based on SOFT reports duly coordinated by 
DGAQA.

serviCe Bulletin (sB)
Service Bulletin is a document issued by the Air System / Airborne Stores OEM to 
communicate details of modifications which need to be embodied in the Air System / 
Airborne Stores.

serviCing instruCtions (sis)
SIs are instructions by the Air System manufacturer to the Air System operator, regarding 
additional / renewed servicing and maintainability aspects of the Air System.

speCiAl teChniCAl instruCtions (stis)
Special Technical Instructions are instructions by the Air System manufacturer to authorise 
remedial actions by the Air System operator when a fault or a potential fault impairs the 
safety, serviceability or operational capabilities of an Air System.

stAff quAlitAtive requireMents (sqr)
SQR is the document released by the User Services, which describes in qualitative and 
quantitative terms, the requirements for an Air System or Airborne Store, viz, ASR / NSQR 
/ GSQR / ICGSQR / JSQR / PSQR.

stAndArd pArt 
A part manufactured in complete compliance with an established industry or Indian 
Government specification which includes design, manufacturing, test and acceptance 
criteria, and uniform identification requirements. The specification must include all 
information necessary to produce and conform to the part and be published in public domain 
so that any party may manufacture the part.

stAndArd of prepArAtion (sop)
The frozen build standard of the Air System / Airborne Stores including its approved 
drawings and list of approved equipment / items. 
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store design orgAnisAtion (sdo)
SDOs are organisations involved in the design & development and modification of Airborne 
Stores used in an Air System. SDO shall be responsible for the through-life configuration 
management of the designed Air borne Stores.

supplier 
An agency / person in the supply chain who provides a product, article, or service that is 
used or consumed in the design or manufacture of, or installed on, a product or article.

suppleMentAl MilitAry type CertifiCAte (sMtC)
SMTC is an approval of a change to a Type design / Military Type Certificate, carried out 
by any party other than the Type Certificate Holder. 

systeM CertifiCAtion review BoArd (sCrB)
SCRB is a board constituted by CE(A), CEMILAC, if required, to address issues related to 
airworthiness certification. The board will be chaired by CE(A) / concerned Director from 
CEMILAC / national level domain expert with system domain specialists from CEMILAC 
and co-opted experts in the field from Industry / Academia, as members.

test AdequACy review BoArd (tArB)
TARB is a board constituted by the Main Contractor in consultation with CEMILAC to 
review the adequacy of ground testing of systems / subsystem as part of design validation. 
The board will be chaired by a domain expert and will have system experts, CEMILAC, 
DGAQA as members. Flight test agency of User Services may also be co-opted wherever 
required.

teChniCAl Airworthiness Authorities (tAA)
CEMILAC and DGAQA, the organisations dealing with Technical Airworthiness of the 
Military Air Systems / Airborne Stores are jointly referred as TAA.

teChnology reAdiness level (trl)
This is the level at which the technology within the organisation currently exists for the 
actual system development in terms of enabling technology, infrastructure and facilities.

tools, testers And ground equipMent (ttge) 
TTGE includes the following:

 Tools: All mechanical / special tools required to maintain the Air System.

 Testers: All testers and Test Equipment which are used to test / verify functions / 
parameters of the parts / equipment / LRUs / Air System.

 Ground Equipment: Ground handling and Ground support equipment required to 
operate / maintain the Air System.
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type ApprovAl

Type Approval is a certificate issued by CEMILAC to the effect that the Airborne Store 
under reference meets all design specifications and test requirements laid down by 
CEMILAC. The type approval is issued after the Main Contractor submits the Type Record 
with all relevant documents, to the satisfaction of CEMILAC. The test reports along with 
compliance document shall be duly coordinated by DGAQA. 

type ApprovAl BAsis (tAB)
The TAB is an agreed set of airworthiness requirements and technical specifications that an 
Airborne Store must be compliant with, in order to be issued a Type Approval.

type CertifiCAte holder

A Type Certificate Holder is the custodian of the Air System’s type design approved under 
a Military Type Certificate.

type CertifiCAtion BAsis (tCB)
The TCB is an agreed set of airworthiness requirements that an Air System must be 
compliant with, in order to be issued a Military Type Certificate (MTC).

type CertifiCAte dAtA sheet (tCds)
TCDS, is a document that contains information of the Air System type design, operating 
limitations, applicable requirements / standards of compliance, and any other conditions 
or limitations prescribed for the Type design. The TCDS of the type design is issued along 
with the MTC based on the Air System type record submitted by the Main Contractor.

type reCord

Type Record is a collection of documents giving a description of the Air System / Airborne 
Stores, Technical Specifications, Qualification / Type Test details, results of all applicable 
tests, applicable drawings, lifing details and the Certificate of Design. It also includes 
information on dimensions, materials and processes necessary to define & produce the 
product. It should also indicate the instructions for continued airworthiness, operating 
limitations and other information for the safe operation.

unMAnned AirCrAft systeM (uAs)
An Unmanned Aircraft System comprises of unmanned air system and associated elements 
(including communication links and the components that control the Unmanned Air System) 
that are required for the crew in command to operate safely and efficiently.

unMAnned AeriAl vehiCle (uAv)
A UAV is a powered aerial vehicle that does not carry an onboard human operator, uses 
aerodynamic forces to provide vehicle lift, can fly autonomously or be piloted remotely, 
can be expendable or recoverable and can carry lethal or nonlethal payload. UAV is a 
component of UAS. 
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urgent operAting notiCe (uon)
Any operating instruction that is critical to the safety of flight and where updating of 
applicable publications may take time, shall be immediately intimated to applicable 
operating bases through an Urgent Operating Notice (UON). 

user serviCes

User Services refers to Indian Army, Indian Navy, Indian Airforce, Indian Coast Guard and 
such Services under the Ministry of Defence.


